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NOMENCLATURE 
a half of probe volume length (micrometer, J.Lm) 
b half of probe volume thickness (J.Lm) 
c radius at beam waist (J.Lm) 
d diameter of collimating lens (millimeter, mm) 
f focal length of collimating lens (mm) 
fp fractional value of the peak amplitude 
fs fractional value of the peak amplitude, or sampling frequency 
n number of particles 
t transit time (sec) 
tp time corresponding to fp (nanosecond, ns) 
ts time corresponding to fs ( ns) 
Ah probe volume cross-sectional area in horizontal plane (J.Lm2) 
Ap peak amplitude of a Gaussian scattering pulse 
Av probe volume cross-sectional area in vertical plane (J.Lm2) 
D particle number density (m-3) 
lsmax maximum scattered intensity from a bright fringe (wattsJm2) 
lsmin minimum scattered intensity from a dark fringe (watts/m2) 
N number of particles 
N s number of samples obtained over a burst signal 
P g 1 d.c. signal power for a single scattering center (watts) 
xxi 
Psl a.c. signal power for a single scattering center (watts) 
pn d.c. signal power for n scattering centers (watts) 
g 
~n a. c. signal power for n scattering centers (watts) 
T s sampling time (sec) 
U mean velocity (m/s) 
V swept volume (m3) 
vn particle visibility function 
V s signal visibility 
W distance between two specified fractional values of the peak intensity for a 
Gaussian beam (f...lm) 
V ensemble average on particle visibility function 
a beam focusing angle (degree) 




An air filter is an essential and significant component for an automobile. It filters 
out dust and other particle impurities and thus supplies clean air to the engine. While 
doing so, it must offer minimal resistance to the air flow to the engine. The performance 
of an engine with regard to power and efficiency greatly depends upon the quality of clean 
air supplied to it. Therefore, performance of an air filter is of critical importance and 
interest. Hence, it becomes imperative that better and better air filters with regard to 
design, material, workmanship and performance should be developed. 
Although particle distribution is related to the air flow distribution for an air filter, 
it should be explored and researched independently. This is because it is not necessary 
that the particles should follow the flow pattern and, in fact, the presence of the particles 
actually changes the flow. Thus, the knowledge of particle and flow distribution for an air 
filter are complementary to each other. 
It is anticipated that the most efficient filtration should occur when the filter is 
exposed to a flow that is uniformly distributed over its face with an optimal face velocity. 
In other words, for the most efficient filtration to occur, the flow should be evenly spread 
over the face of the filter. Further, there should not be any significant variation in the 
velocity as compared to an optimal velocity over the entire face of the filter. However, it 
is very difficult for this lcind of ideal uniform flow to exist over a pleated filter. This is 
because of the complex geometry of a pleated filter. Also, certain operations during its 
manufacture may produce porosity variations over the filter media that may be further 
responsible for small scale variations in flow distribution over the filter. Besides these 
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small scale flow variations, large scale flow non-uniformities may result due to different 
filter housings. Then, the filter will not operate with an optimal face velocity over its 
entire surface, and its filtration will not match uniform velocity design calculations. 
The panel filter universal test housing specified in the SAE Air Cleaner Test Code 
[SAE, 1987] is like a diffuser. The inlet of the housing is configured as a wide angle 
diffilser with wall divergence angles of approximately 60 and 3 7 degrees. The housing 
does not end in an open exit like a standard diffuser, and the flow through it exits through 
the reduced area of the tested filter. Thus, the tested filter forms the diffuser outlet and 
fixes its area ratio. The inlet flow distributions, therefore, may vary for different filter 
sizes and even for the same filter at different flow rates. 
Particle distribution over a filter, like flow distribution, also depends upon a 
number of factors like the type of filter housing, type and location of flow inlet, flow rate, 
flow velocity, etc. Hence, it is typically not expected that particles will be uniformly 
distributed over the entire filter. Also as the filter gets old due to its constant usage, its 
performance changes. This may be because the filter does not collect particles evenly over 
its entire face; and thus, the flow resistance may cha.nge locally over time, changing the 
flow distribution and consequently the filter performance. The literature review reveals 
that currently, there is no detailed experimental analysis of filtration characteristics 
available. In fact, the most common and popular test for evaluating filter performance, the 
SAE test [SAE, 1987], also evaluates a filter in terms of an 'overall efficiency'. The SAE 
test simulates the entire life of a filter by passing an extremely large amount of dust 
through it, until a specified pressure drop is obtained across the filter. This specified 
pressure drop differs from one model of the filter to the other and is generally specified by 
the manufacturing company. A typical value for this pressure drop is 10 in. of water. The 
test takes approximately thirty minutes. The weight gained by the filter during the test, 
which is due to the dust trapped by it, is the 'dust capacity' of the filter. The ratio of the 
weight of the dust collected by the filter to the weight ·of the dust to which it was exposed, 
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gives the 'overall efficiency' of the filter. The 'overall efficiency', thus, is an average of 
filter performance over time and over the entire filter, without considering any time or 
location dependent variations. 
The present work employed laser Doppler velocimetry, which is the state-of-the-
art technique, to obtain knowledge of the filter performance variations with time and with 
location. All of the measurements involved in this work were conducted at a flow rate of 
125 (±3%) cubic feet per minute (cfm) and using automotive air filters AF-3192. 
Measurements were taken at four different levels (6.625, 3.625, 2.125 and 0.625 in.) 
above the face of the filter. 
The knowledge of particle number density distribution and how it changes with 
time is an indispensable tool for developing more accurate and reliable air filter 
performance testing techniques. Also it helps in understanding the complex and yet not 
adequately understood filtration principles. Above all, this knowledge leads directly to 
improved air filter designs. This work is novel, for it is one of a kind, where particle 




In order to obtain the particle nun1ber density distribution, a particle counting 
technique was needed. A thorough literature review was performed so as to have an idea 
about the various methods, techniques and instruments which have been used in the past 
for counting particles and determining particle number density. The literature review 
suggests that optical methods seem to be most popular for both counting and sizing of 
particles. Most of these methods provide information and data which can be analyzed 
relatively easily, so as to infer particle size without actually counting particles. However, 
it is difficult to deduce information pertaining to particle numbers just by the indirect 
analysis of the experimental data. Therefore, most of the research has been concentrated 
on particle sizing as opposed to particle counting, and not many methods or techniques are 
available to independently count particles without being concerned about their size. 
As mentioned before, optical methods are the most popular methods for both 
counting and sizing of particles. Briefly, optical methods can be characterized as either 
imaging or light scattering. Imaging methods are generally limited to particle sizes above 
5 to I 0 micrometer (Jlm) in practice and require complex image analysis equipment for 
real-time output [Holve and Annen, 1984). Light scattering methods can count and size 
particles as small as 0.1 Jlm but they require a complex and elaborate experimental set up 
with regard to 'collecting optics' for scattered light from particles. Both methods can be 
further subdivided into ensemble or single particle techniques. Single particle techniques 
measure parameters like velocity and size for every particle under observation as opposed 
to ensemble techniques which measure average values of the parameters for a number of 
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particles. The single particle methods, as opposed to ensemble methods, are capable of 
giving spatial resolution, absolute number densities and more detailed size distribution 
information. 
Optical particle counters count and infer the size of a particle by measuring the 
light scattered by the particle. This is done by directing a dilute stream of particles 
through a small scattering volume illuminated by a light source, usually a laser. The light 
scattered by the particles into certain angular limits is sensed by a photodetector. The 
output from the detector, the instrument response, leads to the measurement of the 
particle count and size. The instrument response is affected by the refractive index and 
shape of the particles as well as by the optical design of the instrument. Optical counters 
are widely used for measuring the concentration and size distribution of airborne particles. 
Their ability to measure single, individual particles makes them particularly suitable for 
applications like monitoring particulate contaminants in clean rooms and measurement of 
particle sizes in clean gases used in semi-conductor and integrated circuit manufacturing 
[Liu et al., 1985]. 
Just to have an idea of the commercially available optical particle counters, a very 
brief outline of some of them is included. Figures 1 and 2 are the schematics of the two 
widely used commercially available laser optical particle counters [Liu et al., 1985]. The 
first is a narrow angle instrument in which the scattered light in the angular range of 4-22 
degrees is collected by the light collecting optics for measurement. The second one is a 
wide angle instrument in which scattered light collected in the 3 5-13 0 degree range is 
used. Figure 3 shows another type of optical particle counter in which conventional white 
light from an incandescent light source is used [Liu et al., 1985]. The scattered light is 
collected by means of an elliptical mirror between the angles of 15 and 105 degrees. 
Figure 4 shows a high flow rate (28.3 liters/minute) laser optical particle counter [Liu et 
al., 1985]. A large angle elliptical mirror is used to ·collect the scattered laser light in a 
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Figure 4. HIAC Royco 1 OOOA Laser Optical Particle Counter 
Generally, to determine the absolute number density of particles, their velocity 
should also be known. Holve [1982] described a simple single beam transit timing 
velocimetry (TTY) method for obtaining the velocity of the particles. He used the fact 
shown by an earlier researcher, Hirleman, that the distance W between two specified 
fractional values of the peak intensity for a Gaussian beam is a constant property of the 
beam focus only. Hence, for any particle size or trajectory, a Gaussian scattering pulse is 
generated with an arbitrary peak amplitude Ap. Two attenuated values, fsAp and fpAp, 
were electronically stored, where fs and fp were fractional values of the peak amplitude. 
These were compared to the rest of the trailing edge of the pulse. A comparator circuit 
was used to generate a clock start signal when the pulse amplitude equaled fsAp at time ts 
and correspondingly, a stop signal was generated when the pulse amplitude equaled fpAp 
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at time tp. The difference tp- ts was the particle transit time and was stored for each valid 
pulse. The velocity was determined then by W/(tp-ts). 
A single laser beam was used by Holve [I982] and the sample volume was defined 
by the intersection of the beam waist and 1 : I imaging of the detector pinhole. The lens 
system was oriented off-axis to the beam illumination axis to give the minimum sample 
volume. He believed that it was necessary to make the sample volume as small as possible 
so that only one Gaussian particle trajectory at a time was viewed in the sample volume. 
Holve et al. [ I98I] has discussed in detail the requirements for that condition to exist. In 
general, however, the number density (if measured in particles/cm3) should be less than 
0.4 ofthe sample volume (if measured in cm3). The single beam technique for transit time 
velocimetry could handle flows with number densities around I o6/cm3 [Holve, I982]. A 
pulse analysis circuit along with two commercial nuclear instrumentation modules were 
used to obtain timing information from the trailing edges of the scattered pulses. A pulse 
shape analyzer tracked the amplified pulse and sent the start and stop clock pulses to a 
time-to-pulse height converter. That provided a st~ndard width output pulse with an 
amplitude proportional to the time interval between a start and subsequent stop pulse 
input. A standard multichannel analyzer was used to record the amplitude pulses which 
gave the desired time interval. It is important to mention that for a single beam, this 
method is insensitive to direction and thus can measure only the speed of the scattering 
particles. 
Farmer [1972] analyzed a method for determining particle size, number density and 
velocity utilizing a laser interferometer. This method, in principle, is similar to other 
modem methods which employ laser Doppler velocimetry for counting particles. The 
method took advantage of the non-uniform illumination of a particle by a set of spatially 
well defined interference fringes generated by two or more crossed laser beams. Figure 5 
[Farmer, 1972] shows an experimental arrangement to generate such fringes. The laser 
beam was split into two beams of equal intensity that were brought to a simultaneous 
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cross-focus point or the probe volume by a lens. A Huygens diagram showed that the 
interference fringes existed as planes that were perpendicular to the plane of the beam 
center lines and parallel to the bisector of the beams [Farmer, 1972]. Farmer [ 1972] used 
a suggestion from Rudd [ 1969] that the Doppler frequency of light scattered from the 
probe volume could be interpreted in terms of the rate at which a scatter center crosses 
alternate dark and bright interference fringes. Precise knowledge of the fringe spacing and 
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Figure 5. Optical Configuration ~sed by Farmer 
Farmer (1972] observed the scattered signal from interference fringes and defined 
the ratio of ac to de in the signal as the signal visibility V. V was fully equivalent to the 
Michelson visibility function [Farmer, 1972] and was defined as 
V = ( lsmax - lsmin ) I ( lsmax + lsmin ), (1) 
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where Ismax was the maximum scattered intensity from a bright fringe and Ismin was the 
corresponding minimum scattered intensity from the next consecutive dark fringe. V 
could be written as 
(2) 
where PsI represented the ac signal power for a single scattering center as detected by the 
collection optics, and Pg I represented the de signal power for a single scattering center. 
This process of obtaining the visibility for a particle .is equivalent to centering a particle 
first on a bright fringe, then on the next consecutive dark fringe and calculating the 
respective amount of scattered intensity. 
To determine the number density of particles in the probe volume, it was assumed 
that all scattering centers have the same velocity, although it had not been established that 
this was a necessary condition for the analysis. Farmer [ 1972] defined the n particle 
visibility function vn as 
(3) 
where ~11 and pgn are the respective ac signal and de signal powers for n particles. He 
further simplified the above equation so that it could be written as 
(4) 
where V is the ensemble averaged one particle visibility function for the size distribution 
ofthe n particles. Thus, n could be determined experimentally. 
Tedjojuwono et al. [I984] proposed a dual beam, differential type laser Doppler 
velocimeter to measure the number density of homogeneous monodisperse particles. They 
used the variation in the visibility of the photodetector signal as a function of the crossing 
angle of the two beams to measure the particle number density. 
In the two beam differential type laser Doppler velocimeter, a spatial fringe 
distribution is made by crossing two Gaussian laser beams of the same intensity. When a 
particle moves across this fringe distribution, light is scattered according to the rate of 
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dark-bright variations. \Vhen the scattered light is detected by a photodetector, the so 
called Doppler burst signal is obtained in its output as shown in Fig. 6 [Aerometrics, 
1991]. From the photodetector signal, Tedjojuwono et a!. [ 1984] obtained visibility of a 
particle as a function of the crossing angle of the two beams. They derived the particle 
separation information from measurements of the peak positions of photodetector signal 
visibility. Thus, the visibility function gave particle separation which is an inverse measure 
of the number density of particles. 
Figure 6. Example of a Doppler Signal [from: Aerometrics, 1991] 
Initially, Tedjojuwono et al. [ 1984] attempted to use a half mirror and a pair of 
n1irrors arrangement to vary the crossing angle of two beams. But that arrangement 
suffered from a lack of stability and was sensitive even to slightest vibration. Instead, they 
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used a stable arrangement with a Koster prism as shown in Fig. 7 [Tedjojuwono, 1984]. 
When the laser beam was passed through the Koster prism with an equilateral cross-
section, it was divided into two parallel beams of equal intensity. After passing through 
the lens, the two parallel beams intersected at the focal point of the lens at an angle known 
as the crossing angle. Along the optical axis, the prism was precisely movable with a 
micrometer screw which automatically varied the separation of the two beams. A change 
in the separation resulted in varying the crossing angle of the two beams, and 
consequently, the fringe spacing. 
Tedjojuwono et al. [ 1984] conducted a simple experiment by setting a large probe 
volume on a moving opaque screen with an equal separation pinhole array used as the 
sample object. Also they conducted an experiment using 1.1 micrometer (J.t.m) diameter 
polystyrene particles as the microscopic objects. The particles were distributed uniformly 
in a transparent medium made of borax and polyvinyl alcohol, which was attached to a 
transparent glass disc. The glass disc was rotated by a motor. Measurements were made 
at a spot which gave a radial velocity of 0.24 m/sec. 
Their method used the following two assumptions: 
a) For microscopic particles under observation, the imaging system usually 
has a low depth of focus, so that the 3-D particle distribution was 
approximately treated as a 2-D distribution. In addition, the defocused 
image of particles becomes part of the background, so it could be 
neglected. 
b) All of the particles were isotropic scatterers and had the same size, which 
was very small compared to the fringe spacing. Further, all of the 
particles were homogeneously distributed and were movmg 
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While ustng this method, care should be taken for the following two cases 
[Tedjojuwono, 1984]: 
a) When the particle density is high, the second visibility peak may occur at a 
large crossing angle beyond the handling angle of the Koster prism. Then, 
the second peak of visibility cannot be seen. 
b) For a large crossing angle, the condition that the particle size is small as 
compared to the fringe spacing may be violated. Then, the effect of 
particle size should be taken into consideration. 
Spears and Robinson [ 1988] presented a method for experimentally determining 
the number density of particles which used fluctuations in the light scattering signal and an 
observation volume which could be varied experimentally. For a small number of particles 
in a laser focal volume (N ~ 7 ), they could simulate the effects of variable observation 
volume by direct calculations of scattered light intensity distributions. Both Gaussian and 
uniform laser intensities gave scattered light distributions which were sensitive to particle 
number. For narrow size distributions of particles (standard deviation a ~ 0.05 ), the 
uniform laser intensity calculation gave structured light scattering distributions. Those 
could be used to infer particle number by simple comparison of distributions as a function 
of observation volume. For a large number of particles in the observation volume, they 
derived an equation to characterize the observed distribution of scattered light intensities. 
The equation included experimental fluctuations in detection as well as number density 
fluctuations. In that case, the experimental variation of observation volume and laser 
intensity gave a useful series of scattered light distributions. The scattered light 
distributions for each condition were characterized by a fluctuation factor, or normalized 
variance, and a simple polynomial equation related the series of observed fluctuation 
factors to the number density and experimental noise components. The method is 
independent of particle optical properties and shapes. 
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Spears and Robinson [ 1988] examined the distribution of the fluctuations for 
particle densities ranging from single particles to large numbers of particles in the laser 
excitation volume. It was observed that the shapes of the distributions were sensitive to 
the particle number for small numbers and small dispersions in size distribution. For large 
numbers of particles, a single parameter characterization of the distribution of detected 
signals sometimes could be used with a particular series of experimental measurements to 
define the number density in the presence of background noise fluctuations. 
Spears and Robinson [ 1988] developed a complete expression for the observed 
signal, with reduction to predictions for large or small numbers of particles in the sample 
observation volume. The small number case could yield number densities by inspection of 
the light scattering distributions for various observation volumes. The case of large 
numbers of particles could be studied in the presence of background fluctuations by 
experimentally varying observation volume and laser power. They predicted a polynomial 
relation which could yield a good estimate of particle number density in optimum cases. 
The case of smaller particle numbers in the focal volume required a full analysis of each 
source of fluctuations to predict the final distributions. They could theoretically simulate 
experimental data for small numbers of particles in the observation volume with a mixture 
of analytical and Monte Carlo methods. They briefly compared the cases of uniform and 
Gaussian distributions of spatial laser intensities. Light scattering distributions observed 
with uniform laser intensity would have information on particle size distributions and 
particle number which could be analyzed by inspection when the size distribution was 
narrow (~5% standard deviation) and the particle number was small. Light scattering 
observed with Gaussian laser intensity would require simulation to derive size distribution 
data, and the distribution shape changes which signified number density changes would be 
less dramatic than for uniform laser intensity. For large numbers of particles, both types of 
laser intensity patterns could be used with experimental variations of laser observation 
volume and laser power to closely estimate the particle number density. 
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Wood and Samuelsen [ 1985] performed measurements on soot particulates in a 
turbulent, recirculating laboratory model combustor. They used a nonintrusive optical 
probe based on large angle intensity ratio scattering. Size range of the soot particulates 
were of 0.08 to 0.38 fJ.m. Figure 8 [Wood and Samuelsen, 1985] shows the optical 
configuration which they employed. They used collection optics at 60 and 20 degrees off 
the optical axis. This enabled them to resolve particles as small as 0.08 fJ.m. A 5-watt 
Argon-ion laser was used as the source of light. It was operated in the multiline mode. 
The laser lines were separated by a dispersion prism to resolve the blue line (488.0 nm). 
The beam was then focused to a II 0 Jlm waist diameter using a focusing lens. The 
scattered intensity was detected at 60 and 20 degrees. The scattered light was focused to 
be detected by two photomultiplier tubes. The output signal from the photomultiplier 
tubes was passed into a logarithmic amplifier. The amplified signals were then fed to an 
intensity Ratio Processor (RP). The RP registered and processed the peaks of the two 
signals to binary numbers. The binary output was fed to a microcomputer which resolved 
that output into 62 bins. Each bin covered a definite size range, and hence, by knowing 
the counts in each bin, the size distribution was determined. The counts in each bin were 
divided by the time required to collect them, giving the count rate. 
Count rate could be influenced by different parameters like the alignment and 
focusing of the two optical detectors and the signal processor thresholds. The 
interpretation of the measured intensity ratio was based on the analysis of the Mie 
scattering properties of a homogeneous, isotropic spherical particle. A special 
consideration therefore was given to soot particulates as they are nonspherical. Also, 
typically their index of refraction is not accurately measurable. Based on an earlier study 
by Hack et al. (I98I], Wood and Samuelsen (1985] concluded that the combined error 
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Figure 8. Optical Configuration Used by Wood and Samuelsen 
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Ahlers and Alexander [1985] developed a microcomputer based digital image 
processing system. That system could count and size small particle images generated by 
laser. They counted and sized particles in the range of 7 to 700 J.lm in the plane of focus 
and achieved processing rates of 5 to 600 frames per minute by using a real time image 
processor. They dealt with measuring static images in the plane of focus, for example, 
calibration reticles and particles placed between glass microscope slides. 
Figure 9 [Ahlers and Alexander, 1985] shows a block diagram of the laser imaging 
system they used to generate the particle images. J'he test section that contained the 
particles was illuminated by a pulsed nitrogen laser. The beam was focused on an 
ultraviolet sensitive vidicon tube using a diffiaction limited plano-convex lens. The 
camera and laser were synchronized, and the standard composite video was routed 
through a time/date generator before being passed to the image processing system. A real 
time image processor was used to digitize and store the video images, and a suitable host 
for the image processor was used. Ahlers and Alexander [1985] developed a pattern 
recognition scheme that was able to count and size images. It was based on the 
assumption that the video would consist of dark particle shadows on a light background. 
Further, the particles could be of any shape and could contain interior voids but should be 
continuous. They used a line segmentation technique to identify and measure the particle 
images. The particle diameters were then grouped into size ranges and summed over as 
many frames as needed. They carried out an extensive calibration process to make sure 
that results obtained were accurate and repeatable. 
Ahlers and Alexander [ I985] found that the best case calibration reticle data 
indicated less than I% error for 25 to I 00 J.lm particles and actual benchmark tests 
showed approximately a 3% error for 52.8 J.lm micro spheres. However, for sizes smaller 
than 25 J..Lm, the accuracy was not found to be very good. In fact, below I 0 J..Lm, errors of 





























For sizing and counting particles larger than 0. I !J.m, various optical particle 
counters are available. Particles smaller than 0. I 11m are generally counted with a 
condensation nucleus counter (CNC), and their sizing is done by combining the particle 
detection capabilities of a CNC with a particle size discrimination of a diffusion battery 
[Wu et al., 1989]. Such small submicron particles on wafers represent a major 
contamination problem in the microelectronics industry. A diffusion battery has an inlet 
for the sample air supply at one end and it is connected to a vacuum chamber at the other 
end. It has a number of parallel flow paths through a tiny channel. Brownian motion 
causes losses to the channel walls which are a function of particle diffusivity, channel 
dimensions and geometry and gas flow rate [Wu et al., I989]. A diffusion battery can be 
used to determine diffusivity distributions which in· turn are needed for particle size 
distributions. To determine diffusivity distributions, penetrated particle concentration is 
obtained first by using a CNC at distances along the flow paths. Figure I 0 [Wu et al., 
1989] shows a particle sampling configuration. A switching valve was used to connect the 
ports to the CNC. The concentrations at various ports were measured and converted to 
penetration values and then analyzed to obtain particle size distributions. 
In this present work, a dual beam laser Doppler velocimeter was employed. The 
measurements obtained from the laser Doppler velocimeter were used in conjunction with 
the 'swept volume technique' to calculate particle number density. This is discussed in 
detail in Chapter III. This method is a single particle type optical method based on light 
scattering. It is similar to the methods ofF armer [ 1972] and Tedjojuwono et al. [ 1984] 
with regard to the employment of laser Doppler velocimetry. However, the technique is 
different. Whereas Farmer [ 1972] and Tedjojuwono et al. [1984] used visibility 
information, this method makes use of particle velocity information to obtain particle 
number density. This method, unlike those of Farmer [1972] and Tedjojuwono et al. 
[ 1984 ], does not assume that particles cross the interference fringes in the probe volume 
perpendicularly with a mean velocity. It does not have restrictions, such as, the particles 
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should be homogeneously distributed, of the same size, and smaller than the fringe 
spacing. These limitations greatly reduced the application of the method from 











Figure 1 0. A Particle Sampling Configuration Using Diffusion Battery 
Vacuum 
However, the method employed in the present ·work has one inherent limitation. A 
very good signal is generated for a particle which is well within, or fully 'contained' in the 
probe volume. But for a particle which is partially in the probe volume, the signal 
generated may not be strong enough to be identified as a particle count. In that case, the 
only possibility left for the weak signal is to be considered as noise even though it was 
from a particle. This imposes a limitation on the size of particles that can be counted 
successfully by the present method. The particles should be sufficiently smaller than the 
probe volume so that, when detected, they are well within the probe volume. Further 
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research is required to know the exact allowable particle size. This kind of particle size 
limitation is associated with all of the methods discussed above. The present method does 
not allow the simultaneous presence of more than one particle in the probe volume as 
opposed to the method employed by Spears and Robirtson [ 1988]. Therefore, this method 
is unsuitable for measurements involving very high particle concentrations. However, it is 
extremely simple and does not require complex analysis of the data. The dual beam laser 
Doppler velocimeter employed provided directional sensitivity to velocity measurements 
which was missing in the single beam method employed by Halve [1982]. 
The complete experimental setup and the laser Doppler velocimeter system 
employed for this present work is described in Chapter III. The laser Doppler velocimeter 
which was employed was not a completely automated system. It required a number of 
parameters and variables to be specified by the user through the controlling software. This 
is discussed in detail in Chapter III. In order to obtain accurate measurements, a thorough 
understanding of those governing parameters was required. A series of tests pertaining to 
'sensitivity analysis' were performed, so as to enhance the understanding of those 
parameters with regard to their effect on the measurements. This is discussed in detail in 
Chapter IV. Also some other preliminary experiments were conducted to investigate the 
validity of the swept volume particle counting technique, to evaluate the laser Doppler 
velocimeter system with regard to data reproducibility, and to understand the effect of 
laser power on the measurements. This is explained in Chapter IV. 
Initially, the traverse table for the transceiver of the laser Doppler velocimeter 
system employed was manually controlled. Later on, the traverse table was completely 
automated, with two-dimensional computer control, by this author. This is discussed in 
detail in Appendix B. Completely computer controlled automated traversing enabled 
movement of the probe volume conveniently, precisely and speedily to any desired 
location. 
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Once a fair degree of confidence was achieved, with regard to the swept volume 
counting technique, the laser Doppler velocimeter and the experimental setup, 
measurements were taken using several automotive air filters with model number AF 
3192. All of the measurements involved in this work were conducted at a flow rate of 125 
(±3%) cubic feet per minute (cfm). Measurements were taken in four different planes 
(6.625, 3.625, 2.125 and 0.625 in.) above the face of the filter. Particle number density 
distributions and their time history were obtained and analyzed. This is discussed in detail 
in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A laser Doppler velocimeter works on the principle of light scattering. A particle 
is illuminated by a coherent and monochromatic laser beam and the light scattered by it is 
detected by a photodetector. Two beams, almost of the same intensity, when crossed 
produce alternate dark and bright bands or fringes due to the phenomenon of interference 
as shown in Fig. 11. The volume where the two beams are crossed is called the probe 
volume. When a particle crosses the alternate dark and bright fringes and the light 
scattered by it is detected by a photodetector, a Doppler burst signal is produced as 
shown in Fig. 6. This signal is processed so as to obtain useful information about particle 
speed, flow, turbulence, etc. The Doppler burst signal, however, will not be produced if 
the particle is stationary. Therefore, the two beams used to produce interference fringes 
are made to differ slightly from each other in their frequencies. This is known as 
frequency shifting. Then they produce interference fringes which are not stationary but 
move, and hence, even a stationary particle produces the burst signal and is detected. 
Also the direction of the particle speed is obtained by employing frequency shifting. It is 
worthwhile to mention that laser Doppler velocimetry is non-intrusive, allowing 
measurements even in small and restricted flow pass~ges without altering the flow. The 
only necessary prerequisite for applying laser Doppler velocimetry is that there should be 
optical access to the flow in the region where measurements are to be obtained. 
The laser Doppler velocimeter which was employed uses two sets of beams. One 
of them operates in the horizontal plane while the other operates in the vertical plane. 
Therefore, the probe volume is actually obtained by simultaneously crossing four beams. 
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As shown in Fig. 12, the probe volume looks like an ellipsoid and has two different cross-
sectional areas for measurement, one in the horizontal and one in the vertical plane. The 
advantage of using a dual beam laser Doppler velocin1eter is that both of the velocity 





Fringe Pattern Probe Volume 
Figure 11. Laser Probe Volume and Fringe Pattern 
The literature review revealed that, for particle counting, the easiest and in fact, 
the most convenient method was to somehow use particle velocity information in 
conjunction with other available information. My colleague, Mr. F. Liang [1 993], 
suggested a possible method. We used a fairly simple and straightforward technique: the 
swept volume technique. As evident from the name, this technique was based on the 
volume effectively swept by the particles passing thro~gh the cross-sectional area of probe 
volume per unit time (Fig. 13). This swept volume was calculated by using the cross-
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sectional area of the probe volume, the mean velocity of the particles and the time required 
to sweep this volume. The cross-sectional area of the probe volume was obtained by 
using the optical parameters of our system as explained below. 
Transceiver 
Beams Operating in 
Vertical Plane, Channel 2 
Beams Operating in 
Horizontal Plane, Probe Volume 
Channel 1 
A v 
2 Views of the Probe Volume 
Fringe Pattern Generated by 
Vertical Pair of Beams 
Fringe Pattern Generated by 
Horizontal pair of Beams 
Figure 12. Probe Volume and Fringe Patterns for the 
LDV System Employed 
Cross Section of 
Probe Volume 
Figure 13. Swept Volume 
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Shown in Fig. 14 is the beam focusing angle a, which was obtained by simple 
trigonometry as 
a = 2 tan -1 ( d /2 f ) (5) 
where d and fare the diameter and focal length of the collimating lens respectively. 
Figure 14 also shows a three-dimensional view of the probe volume. The radius at 
the beam waist is represented by c. Again, by using simple trigonometry, the other two 
dimensions, a and b, are obtained as 
b c I cos ( al2 ) 
a= c I sin ( a/2 ) 
(6) 
(7) 
For our system, a is equal to 10.32 degrees, and c, band a were 33.00, 33.13 and 
367 ~tm, respectively. 
Probe cross-sectional areas in the horizontal and vertical planes were obtained as 
Ah = n:ac 




where Ah and Av are the probe cross-sectional areas in the horizontal and vertical planes, 
respectively. Since c and b were approximately equal, these two cross-sectional areas 
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Figure 14. Focusing and Probe Volume Geometries 
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The LDV system requires a number of parameters and variables to be specified 
through the software. This will be discussed later in this chapter. The system is 
customized only for velocity measurements, and it discriminates between a 'good' and a 
'bad' signal depending upon the setting of these parameters and variables. No signal is 
obtained when there is no seeding. A 'good' signal is a signal which is validated by the 
operating parameter settings. Only the 'good' signals are processed and analyzed by the 
system for velocity, while the rest of the signals which are 'bad' are rejected. The rejected 
signals which are 'bad' for velocity measurements are nevertheless important as they may 
also be generated from particles in the probe volume. Therefore, for the calculation of 
particle number density, even the rejected signals are counted. Thus, besides the mean 
velocity and the sampling time, the number of signals or counts detected in the probe 
volume during that interval (sampling time) were obtained from LDV system 





where V is the swept volume, A is the cross-sectional area of the probe volume, U is the 
mean velocity, T s is the sampling time, N is the number of the signals detected or particle 
counts, and D is the particle number density. 
The other possible method for obtaining number density was to obtain and analyze 
information pertaining to transit times of the particles. Transit time is the measured time 
for which a particle is within the probe volume. If the ratio of the 'sum of the time' that 
there is any particle detected in the probe volume to the total run time is obtained, then, 
this ratio divided by the probe volume is a measure of the number density. It is important 
to note that the term 'sum of the time' implicitly involves 'particle number' because this 
'sum of time' is obtained by summing transit times of individual particles. This method 
requires complex analysis of the signal. However, the swept volume technique was much 
simpler to employ, and hence only that technique was explored and implemented. 
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Figure 15 [Liang, 1993] shows the experimental setup that was employed. A laser 
Doppler velocimeter system from Aerometrics, Inc. was used. The following is the list of 
the components of the system as labeled in Fig. 15. More information about the 
components with regard to the manufacturer and model number is given in Appendix A. 
1. A 4 watt Argon ion laser from Coherent, Inc. 
2. Remote control for the laser. 
3. Fiber drive. 
4. Bragg cell. 
5. Photomultiplier tubes ( two ). 
6. Doppler signal analyzer ( DSA ). 
7. Oscilloscope. 
8. ffiM compatible 80486 computer and monitor. 
9. Laser transceiver. 
1 0. Automated traverse system. 
1 1. Test housing. 
12. Test filter. 
13. Ultrasonic humidifier. 
14. Blower. 
15. TSI mass flow sensor. 
The multi-line or non-monochromatic laser beam produced by the laser ( 1) was 
taken to the fiber drive (3) through successive reflection by the two mirrors. The laser 
could be fully controlled by the remote control (2). 
The fiber drive provided beam splitting, frequency shifting and color separation. It 
incorporated a Bragg cell ( 4) which split the incoming beam into two beams of equal 
intensity. One beam was recognized as the zeroeth order beam and the other one as the 
first order beam. The Bragg cell also produced the frequency shift. The zeroeth order 
beam was not shifted in frequency, while the first order beam was shifted by 40 :Ml-Iz. 
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1. A 4 watt Argon ion laser from Coherent, Inc. 6. Doppler signal analyzer 
2. Remote control for the laser 
3. Fiber drive 
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8. Computer and Monitor 
9. Laser transceiver 
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This 40 MHz modulating frequency was received by the Doppler Signal Analyzer (6). 
Two dispersion prisms were used to separate the beams into individual colors. Blue and 
green beams of the respective wavelengths, 0.4880 and 0.5145 J..lm, were thus produced. 
Therefore, from the fiber drive, four beams were obtained, two of each color. Out of the 
two beams of the same color, one was shifted and the other was unshifted in frequency. 
As explained earlier in this chapter, this was done to produce a moving fringe pattern. 
The four beams from the fiber drive were taken to the transceiver (9) through 
optical cables. The transceiver performed two tasks, transmitting light and receiving the 
scattered light; and hence the name. It focused all of the four beams to generate the probe 
volume, and using the principle of back scattering, it received the scattered light from the 
particles in the probe volume. 
The transceiver was supported on a completely automated, two-dimensional, 
computer controlled traverse table ( 1 0). As mentioned before, the traverse table was 
initially manually controlled, and it was automated later on by this author. This is 
discussed in detail in Appendix B. 
The collected light fron1 the transceiver was amplified by the photomultiplier tubes 
and was detected by the photodetector (5). The Doppler burst signal generated by the 
photodetector was taken to the Doppler signal analyzer which was the core of the entire 
system. It did all of the signal processing and controlled the system. The manual for the 
Doppler signal analyzer [Aerometrics, 1991] describes this in great detail. However, in this 
paragraph, I have tried to reiterate only the most relevant information. The Doppler 
Signal Analyzer uses high speed (maximum speed of 160 mega-Hertz) analog-to-digital 
converters with one bit resolution to record the signal. A Discrete Fourier Transform is 
used with the Fast Fourier Transform to determine the frequency of the signal. A Doppler 
burst signal consists of a sine wave or waves superimposed on a Gaussian envelope with a 
pedestal as shown in Fig. 6 [ Aerometrics, 1991]. The signal is passed through a high pass 
filter to remove the pedestal component. This leaves a symmetric signal. A burst 
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detection scheme is then used to locate the burst signal which is recorded digitally and 
stored in memory. A square wave of the same frequency (or frequencies) as the original 
signal is generated by an analog-to-digital converter. Then the discrete Fourier transform 
is applied to determine the frequency (or frequencies) of the signal which in tum is 
inverted to yield the velocity. Applying the Discrete Fourier Transform is equivalent to 
multiplying the sampled wave by sine waves with N different frequencies. When the 
sampled data and sine wave have similar frequencies, the product will be large which 
appears as a maximum power in the frequency domain. Figure 16 [ Aerometrics, 1991] 
shows the above method schematically. 
The DSA was, in tum, controlled by the DSA software which was loaded on the 
486-33 ffiM compatible computer (item ·8 of Fig. 15). The DSA also provided output for 
the oscilloscope (7). The oscilloscope was indispensable as it helped in observing the 
signal and setting of some software parameters. 
The automotive test filter ( 12) was mounted in the plexiglas test housing (11 ). 
The plexiglas test housing is a full sized model of the SAE Panel Filter Universal Test 
Housing. Figure 17 shows details of the SAE Panel Filter Universal Test Housing [SAE, 
198 7]. The plexiglas model differs from the SAE test housing configuration in only one 
way. It does not have a 90 degree bend in its exit pipe. However, this difference was 
believed not to have any significant effect on the flowfield. The test housing was inverted 
so as to avoid increasing the height of the laser transceiver which would have been very 
inconvenient for taking the data. The plexiglas test housing was supported on a stand 
which provided manually adjustable vertical positioning of the housing with respect to the 
transceiver. Exact alignment of the test housing with respect to the transceiver was done 
by focusing all four colored laser beams on the centers of opposite sides of the housing. 
The centers were geometrically located and then marked with washable transparency pens. 
A blower (item 14 of Fig. 15) was connected to the bottom of the test housing to 
pull air through the filter and hence to produce the flow. A TSI model 2012 mass flow 
High Pass Filtered Signal 
Square Wave Generated by Analog to Digital Converter 
. f\11 
t.f'v8 tiJ XX 
Applying Discrete Fourier Transform 
Power 
Frequency 
Power v/s Frequency Domain 
Figure 16. Schematic of the Discrete Fourier Transform Method 
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sensor ( 15) was used to measure volumetric air flow rate over the range from 0 to 500 
scfm (±3%). 
An ultrasonic humidifier ( 13) operating with distilled water was used to produce 
water particles which were used as seeding particles for the test. As will be explained in 
Chapter IV, observations were made so as to obtain an idea of the approximate sizes of 
the water particles generated by the humidifier. The humidifier produced water particles 
in a wide range, from 5 to 100 microns in diameter, with most of the particles of about 10 
to 30 microns in diameter. The refractive index of water droplets is different from that of 
air, and hence, they reflect light well enough so that the light can be detected by the 
collecting optics and then processed. Moreover, water particles are safe for breathing as 
opposed to other seeding particles like latex particles which are deleterious if inhaled in 
large quantities. 
The above described were the details of the swept volume counting technique and 
the experimental setup that were employed for this present work 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Sensitivity Measurements 
As mentioned before, the laser Doppler velocimeter which was employed was not 
a completely automated system. There were a number of parameters and variables which 
were to be specified by the software so as to obtain accurate measurements. Those 
parameters, some of which were interrelated, required a suitable setting or assignment of 
values depending mainly upon the frequency of the Doppler burst, which in tum, depended 
upon the magnitude of the flow velocity. The setting of those governing parameters 
required a very good understanding of the manner iri which the DSA worked. Detailed 
experiments were conducted to understand the effect of those parameters on the 
measurements obtained. The complete experimental setup has already been described in 
Chapter III. Measurements for the following sensitivity analysis were made at the center, 
and at a plane 0.625 in. above the face of the filter AF-3192, with a flow rate of 125 cfm 
and laser power of 3. 5 watts. Repeatability of an individual measurement will be 
discussed later in this chapter under the section 'Data Reproducibility Measurements'. 
Figure 18 shows an example of the variable setup for obtaining a typical 
measurement. As explained in Chapter III, the laser Doppler velocimeter system that was 
employed measured two components of the particle velocity, and therefore, variables were 
to be set for two channels. Channel 2 measured the major and the vertical component of 
the velocity, while channel 1 measured the minor and the horizontal component of the 
velocity (Fig. 12, Chapter ITI). 
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Figure 18. A Typical Variable Setup Employed 
The variable 'high voltage' was used to set the photomultiplier tube operating 
voltage and was fixed at 800 Volts for all of the measurements. The variable 'frequency 
shift' was used to set shift frequency as explained in Chapter III, and was fixed at the 
frequency of the Brag cell ( 40 M.Hz). 'DC offset' was used to adjust the raw signal to a 
cotnmon ground level by monitoring the raw signal on the oscilloscope. 'Mixer frequency' 
was used for setting the frequency of the DSA mixer, and it was fixed at the Brag cell shift 
frequency ( 40 MHz). 
'Low pass' was used to set low pass filter of the DSA so as to limit the high 
frequency noise band and to remove the upper side band of the mixed signal that was 
obtained from the n1ixer. Figure 19 shows the dependence of number density and velocity 
on the low pass filter setting for channel 2. From the figure, it is evident that the velocity 
does not vary much with the low pass filter setting. However, the number density may 
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vary by as much as 27 percent, from one low pass filter setting to another. For the present 
work, the low pass filter for channel 2 was mostly set at 5 MHz. Figure 20 shows the 
dependence of number density and velocity on the low pass filter setting for channel 1. 
From the figure, velocity and number density variations of about 7 and 15 percent, 
respectively, are observed. The low pass filter for channel 1 was also typically set at 5 
MHz for the measurements involved in this present work. 
The variable 'burst filter' was used to select a suitable burst filter that removed the 
high frequency noise before the signal reached the burst detector. Figure 21 shows the 
dependence of number density and velocity on the burst filter setting for channel 2. No 
data was obtained for 'all pass' and 10 'MHz low pass settings. The velocity and number 
density showed variations as high as 26 and 81 percent, respectively, from one burst filter 
setting to another. Figure 22 shows the variation of number density and velocity on the 
burst filter setting for channel 1. The velocity is fairly constant with a maximum variation 
of 3 percent while the number density shows a variation as high as 900 percent. It was 
recommended by the DSA manual [Aerometrics, 1991], that for a velocity range of ±15 
mls, the 40 MHz band pass filter should be used. Since all of the velocities (3 to 8 m/s) 
involved in this work were well within this range, the 40 MHz band pass filter was used 
for all of the measurements. 
The variable 'threshold' corresponds to the amplitude at which the burst signal 
would trigger. If set at a high value, only large particle bursts would be analyzed, and if 
set at a low value, it would allow the background noise to trigger the burst detector too 
often. It was adjusted by observing the raw and the burst detector signal on the 
oscilloscope, keeping the detector on (or up) for periods corresponding to the burst 
lengths. 
Figure 23 shows the dependence of number density and velocity on the threshold 
setting for channel 2. A maximum variation of 25 percent is observed in the velocity. 
However, the velocities corresponding to the threshold settings of 0 and 5 mV are 
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certainly erroneous and away from the mean velocity. It was thought that this might have 
been because, at such a low threshold level, the background noise instead of the particles, 
could trigger the burst detector. However, when the seeding was turned off, absolutely no 
signals and no counts were obtained, rejecting the above hypothesis. If a mean velocity 
value is assumed for these two points, as shown in the figure by a dotted line, then there is 
not much velocity variation and little number density variation below 10 m V. As 
expected, the number density decreases with an increase in the threshold setting as only 
bursts due to larger particles are analyzed. The decrease in the number density is sharp for 
the threshold bands of 0-15 mV and 25-35 mV. The number density is fairly constant for 
the threshold bands of 15-25 m V and 3 5-45 m V. Also, if a mean velocity from the 
threshold band of 1 0-50 m V is assumed for the threshold values of 0 and 5 m V, then the 
number density is fairly constant for the threshold band of 0-1 0 m V. The graph of number 
density variation with respect to threshold also indirectly indicates the relative size 
distribution of the particles present in the flow. Figure 24 shows the dependence of 
number density and velocity on the threshold setting for channel 1. A much lower 
variation in velocity and number density is observed. 
Most of the measurements for this present work were taken at a threshold setting 
of 13 and 15 m V for channels 2 and 1, respectively. Some of the measurements were also 
taken at a low threshold setting of 4 and 8 mV for channels 2 and 1, respectively. 
However, as explained in the preceding paragraph, it might have been better to operate in 
the threshold band of 0-1 0 m V for all the measurements, and use the mean velocity from 
the threshold band of 10-50 m V for calculation of number density. That should have 
ensured detection of even the smallest particles. 
The variable 'envelope filter' was used to select a suitable filter that smoothed the 
burst signal and removed the high frequency noise. It should be shorter than the shortest 
burst length. Figure 25 shows the dependence of number density and velocity on the 
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almost constant. However, the number density decreases steadily with increase in the size 
of the envelope filter. Figure 26 shows the dependence of number density and velocity on 
the envelope filter setting for channel 1. It is observed that the velocity shows a maximum 
variation of 6 percent while the number density shows a maximum variation of 3 5 percent 
among different envelope filter settings. The envelope filter was set at 1 00 nanoseconds 
(the minimum possible value) to begin with, and then was increased slowly, till it was just 
shorter than the shortest burst length observed on the oscilloscope. This procedure of 
setting the envelope filter was recommended by the DSA manual [ Aerometrics, 1991]. 
Foil owing this procedure, the envelope filters were typically set at 1 microsecond for both 
the channels for the measurements involved in this present work. 
The parameter 'peak detector' was used to operate the peak detector that detected 
the center ofthe Gaussian pedestal. The peak detector should be switched 'off when the 
input raw signal does not have a well defined peak. It was switched 'on' for all of the 
measurements involved in this work. The parameter'% after peak' determined the percent 
of the sampled signal taken after the peak. It was assigned a value of SOo/o for all of the 
measurements. Turning the peak detector 'off or assigning values other than SOo/o to the 
parameter 'o/o after peak' were never tried. 
The parameter 'number of samples' determined the frequency and velocity 
resolution of the DSA. For both the channels, the number of samples in conjunction with 
the sampling frequency should be set so that the record length is shorter than the burst 
length. As recommended by the DSA manual [Aerometrics, 1991 ], the number of samples 
were fixed to be 128 for all the measurements. The number of samples N s that could be 
acquired over the Doppler burst signal was limited by the sampling frequency, fs, as shown 
by the equation given below [ Aerometrics, 1991]. 
Ns = fs • t (12) 
This is because the burst length or signal duration was limited by the transit time, t, of the 
particle. Transit time, as defined earlier, is the time for which a particle is in the probe 
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volume. The accuracy of the frequency measurement improves with the number of 
samples acquired over the signal. It was tempting to assume that increasing the sampling 
frequency would result in improved accuracy. However, the frequency resolution is 
proportional to fs/N s' so little could be gained by increasing the sampling frequency 
[ Aerometrics, 1991]. The other way to increase the number of samples acquired was to 
increase the transit time by enlarging the laser beam diameter. But this would result in 
loss of signal-to-noise ratio as the incident beam inten~ity on the particles would have been 
reduced. Therefore, it was best to sample at a high frequency through the software and 
keep the signal frequency at a value that was appropriate for that sampling frequency, 
using the mixer frequency selection in the software [ Aerometrics, 1991]. 
The variable 'sampling frequency' was used to adjust the digitizing frequency for 
the sample points taken of the input signal. As mentioned before, this and the number of 
samples, should be set so that the record length is shorter than the burst length. 
Otherwise, very strange velocity measurements are obtained. Figure 27 shows the 
dependence of number density and velocity on the sampling frequency setting for channel 
2. As expected, at a very low sampling frequency of 2.5 MHz., a strange and far from 
mean velocity of 1.5 m/s was observed. Disregarding this point, maximum variations of 
14 and 36 percent were observed for velocity and number density, respectively. Figure 28 
shows the dependence of number density and velocity on the sampling frequency setting 
for channel 1. Maximum variations of 5 and 40 percent are observed for velocity and 
number density, respectively. Generally, a sampling rate of 20 MHz was used for both of 
the channels for the measurements involved in this work. 
The parameter 'minimum signal to noise ratio' was used to establish the minimum 
signal quality in an acceptable processed burst signaL For all of the measurements, it was 
fixed at 0. 3, as recommended by the DSA manual [ Aerometrics, 1991 ], to reject poor 
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The option 'enabled' was used to toggle a particular channel on or off. As 
mentioned before, channel 2 measured the major (or vertical) component of the velocity, 
while channel 1 measured the minor (or horizontal) component of the velocity. If only one 
component of the velocity was of interest, then the other channel could be turned off. 
Both channels if kept on, gave the total velocity of the flow. Figure 29 shows velocity 
measurements keeping both of the channels on, and toggling off one channel at a time for 
six different runs. Also it shows the total velocity calculated from the component 
velocities obtained from channels 1 and 2. These runs were conducted within an interval 
of ten minutes. It is observed that since the minor component of the velocity is nominal, 
the total velocity (obtained by keeping both of the channels on) is almost identical to the 
major component of velocity. Also the total velocity (calculated from the component 
velocities obtained from channels I and 2) is identical (the data points overlap on graph) 
to the major component of velocity. Figure 30 shows the corresponding number density 
calculations. It is important to mention that always the total velocity (obtained by keeping 
both of the channels on) for the test was used for calculating the number density 
irrespective of the toggled channel (or channels). It is observed from the figure, that for 
each test, the number densities are identical for the cases when both of the channels are on 
and when only channel 2 is on. However, when only channel 1 is under operation, much 
higher particle counts, and consequently much higher number densities (two to three times 
of those when both channels are active) are obtained. It may be possible that since 
channel I alone measures very low velocities (minor component), other governing 
software parameters, such as the envelope filter, the sampling frequency and the number 
of samples, should have been suitably changed to obtain accurate measurements. For all 
of the measurements involved in this present work, both the channels were kept active. 
The minimum and maximum measurable velocities, as per the governing signal 
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The portion of this range could be further restricted by setting 'velocity minimum' and 
'velocity maximum'. 
As already discussed in detail in Chapter III, the swept volume particle counting 
technique is primarily based on the velocity and the particle count measurements obtained 
by the laser Doppler velocimeter. As mentioned before in Chapter III, the laser Doppler 
velocimeter that was employed is customized only for velocity measurements. The 
sensitivity analysis also confirmed that the velocity measurements are far more constant 
than the number density measurements over a wide range of governing parameters and 
variable settings. The number density shows a comparatively wider range of variation 
because of the wide variation in the particle count measurements obtained by the laser 
Doppler velocimeter system. Further research is required to fully understand the 
relationship between the particle counts obtained by the system and the governing 
variables and parameters. The relatively wider variation in the particle count 
measurements may also be attributed to the unsteady seeding produced by the ultrasonic 
humidifier. This is discussed in detail, later in this Chapter. Therefore, it was considered 
best to set all of the governing parameters and variables so as to obtain accurate velocity 
measurements. An optimum and standard variable setup was used for most of the tests for 
one particular plane of the filter. This ruled out the possibility of biased results due to 
different variable setups being employed for different measurements. 
Figure 31 shows the variable page from the DSA software that enabled one to 
terminate data acquisition and to properly document and store the data. The length or 
duration of data acquisition for a single measurement run by the system was governed by 
setting 'stop mode' and 'stop after' selections as desired. The data acquisition could be 
terminated either after a fixed interval of time or after the acquisition of a fixed number of 
valid samples. For the present work, 'time' was used as the limiting criterion for data 
acquisition and it was typically set for 10 or 30 seconds. The parameter 'time out' is 
critical when 'number of valid samples' is used as 'stop mode', and the rate of data 
acquisition is low. 'Time out' setting governs the limiting time for which the DSA will 
wait and acquire data; and after this limiting titne, the data acquisition will be terminated 
even though the required nwnber of valid samples may not have been obtained. If 'time' is 
used as 'stop mode' then 'time out' should be set at a higher value than 'time' so that it does 
not terminate data acquisition before the set 'time' is elapsed. Setting 'time out' to 0 
seconds disables this option. Since 'time' was used as the limiting criterion for all of the 
measuretnents involved in this work, the option 'time out' was disabled. 
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· Figure 31. A Sample Variable Page for ·fern1inating Data Acquisition, and for Data 
Documentation and Storage 
Figure 32 shows an example output page resulting fr·om the data acquisition and 
processing by the DSA. This output page gives information regarding the tnean and rms 
velocities of the individual channels, the overall mean velocity of the flow, flow angle and 
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flow shear stress. It also gives information regarding 'coincidence' of both the channels 
tracking the same particle. Mean velocity for a particular channel is calculated as the 
arithematic mean of velocities obtained for that channel from all of the valid samples. Rms 
velocity for a particular channel is calculated as the square root of the mean of squared 
deviations from this mean velocity. The output page also gives information with regard to 
the number of signals attempted, the validated and percent of validated signals, and the run 
titne. This has already been discussed in detail in Chapter III. It is worth mentioning that, 
due to some soflware error 'run time' is displayed as 'corrected run time', though it is not 
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Other variable setup pages pertaining to the optical parameters of the system, and 
DSA hardware configuration are attached in Appendix D. These pages show the factory 
settings of the variables and parameters, and once the system was successfully installed, 
these parameters and variables were never changed. 
Laser power was an important experimental parameter. It was displayed on the 
remote control panel of the laser. It was measured before the laser beam was split into 
two pairs ofbeams (blue and green). Therefore, this measurement of laser power does not 
indicate that the two pairs of beams (blue and green) were of equal intensity. The blue 
beams operated in the vertical plane and were used to calculate the major component of 
the velocity, while the green beams operated in the. horizontal plane and were used to 
calculate the minor component of the velocity. 
Two independent tests on two different filters were conducted to understand the 
effect of laser power on the measurements. For both of the tests, the governing system 
parameters were the same, and measurements were taken at the center of the filter and at a 
plane 0.625 in. above the face of the filter. Figure 33 shows the dependence of velocity on 
laser power. It is evident from the graph that, for both of the tests, velocity is almost 
constant and does not vary much with laser power. Figure 34 shows dependence of 
number of particle counts obtained by the system, on laser power. The difference in the 
number of particle counts between the two tests can be attributed to dissimilar flow and 
dissimilar seeding. This is discussed later in this Chapter. From the figure, it is observed 
that for both of the tests, first the particle count incre~ses slowly with laser power. Then, 
in an intermediate range of laser power, they show a steep increase and finally they tend to 
saturate. This could be attributed to the fact that particles of different size scatter different 
amounts of light. Thus, at low laser power, small particles were not detected. This was 
because, for that setup of the system parameters, they were not scattering enough light to 
be detected. As laser power was increased, more and more of those small particles were 
detected and counted. The particular range of laser power for which the increase in 
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counts was steep indicates that a relatively large number of particles which were smaller 
existed but were not detected until the laser power was increased. The saturation 
indicates that all of the particles, even the very small ones, were detected. The curves 
suggest that measurements should therefore be taken with laser power high enough so that 
the system counts in the saturated region. The curves also indicate qualitatively, the 
relative size distribution of the particles present in the probe volume. For both of the 
tests, the saturation seemed to be at a laser power of 3. 5 watts and beyond, irrespective of 
the different range of particle counts they were measuring. Therefore, a laser power of 
3. 5 watts was typically used for the measurements involved in this present work. Figure 
3 5 shows the dependence of number density on laser power. For both of the tests, the 
number density curves exhibit a profile identical to their respective particle count profiles. 
This is in perfect accordance with the swept volume counting technique, since there is not 
much velocity variation for both of the tests. 
Data Reproducibility Measurements 
Experiments were conducted to check for the data reproducibility. Figure 36 
shows results of two different tests using different filters. The experimental parameters, 
such as, laser power, flow rate, seeding and DSA software parameters were the same for 
both tests. Measurements were taken at the center and at a plane 0. 625 inch above the 
face of the filter for both the tests. It is observed from the figure, that for test I, the 
velocity is fairly constant with a maximum variation of 4 percent. The number density, 
however, shows a maximum variation of 40 percent. For test 2, the velocity is again fairly 
constant with a maximum variation of 25 percent, as opposed to the number density which 
shows a maximum variation of 96 percent. The variation in velocity measurements for 
one particular test, can only be attributed to the highly unpredictable, complex and rapidly 
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particular test, can also be attributed to the unsteady seeding, in addition to the unsteady 
flow. The fact that velocity measurements varied by· almost 70 percent on the two tests 
clearly suggests that the flow is different for different filters, even though the filters may be 
of the same type. This is reasonable, assuming that each filter is unique with regard to its 
material, workmanship, manufacture and handling. As described in detail in Chapter III, 
since the number density calculation is based on the velocity, the variation in velocity 
measurements from two different tests may result in variation in number density for the 
two tests if the number of counts remains constant. In the two tests discussed in this 
paragraph, it can be argued that the time-history effects may also be responsible for the 
variations observed in the measurements. 
In order to avoid the undesirable time-history effects which might have come into 
existence in the two tests described in the preceding paragraph, several other tests were 
conducted. Figure 3 7 shows number density and velocity measurements for six different 
tests, all conducted with different filters. The experimental parameters, such as, laser 
power, flow rate, seeding and DSA software parameters were the same for all of these 
tests. The filters used were all new, dry and clean. Measurements were taken at the 
center and at a plane 0.625 in. above the face of the filter. It is evident from the figure 
that the velocity and the number density both show a wide variation from filter to filter, as 
discussed in the preceding paragraph. A maximum variation of 80 percent is observed in 
the velocity measurements. All of the above discussed tests with regard to data 
reproducibility emphatically suggested that the flow varied considerably from filter to 
filter. This was further confinned when the number density distributions and velocity 
profiles were plotted for numerous filters. This is discussed later in this Chapter. 
Once the proposed particle counting techl)ique was carefully reviewed and 
analyzed, with regard to the information that could be obtained using the laser Doppler 
velocimeter system, some preliminary experiments were conducted to investigate the 
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checking our counting technique and its compatibility with our laser Doppler velocimeter 
system. 
As mentioned in Chapter III, an ultrasonic humidifier was used to generate seeding 
water particles for the laser Doppler velocimeter system. The rate at which those particles 
were generated (particles per unit time or mist intensity) could be varied using control 
switches over the humidifier. That rate of particles generated or mist intensity was 
estimated by experimentally determining the water consumption rate of the humidifier and 
the approximate size of particles generated by it. Table I shows the results of the 
experiment conducted to estimate the rate of water consumption by the humidifier. For 
the measurements shown in Table I, the control switch for mist intensity on the humidifier 
was at the minimum level. 
TABLE 1 





1 st hour 
2nd hour 
3 rd hour 






Thus, the water consumption rate of the humidifier was found to increase with 
time. The reason may be that as the water level falls in the humidifier chamber, the 
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ultrasonic vibrations, which are responsible for generating water particles, are absorbed by 
a smaller amount of water, producing more atomized water particles. 
The water particles generated by the humidifier were 'caught' on a glass slide and 
were carefully and repeatedly observed under a high magnification, high resolution 
microscope. It was observed that a wide range of water particles were generated from 5 
to 100 microns in diameter. However, the majority of the particles (more than 50o/o) were 
observed to be in the range of I 0 to 30 microns. In order to avoid any personal human 
error, independent observations were made by my colleague Mr. F. Liang, and those too 
confirmed my approximate estimate of the sizes of the water particles generated by the 
humidifier. Verbal communication with Mr. F. Liang pertaining to his preliminary 
visibility measurements using the laser Doppler velocimeter, confirms that the smallest 
particles generated by the humidifier are of the order of 3 microns in diameter. It is 
important to mention that these sizes were observed as soon as the particles were 
generated and came out of the humidifier nozzle. The sizes could also vary when the 
particles are used in the actual test flow. The exact mechanism for generating particle 
distribution by the humidifier was not explored. 
Table 2 shows mist intensity (particles/second) calculations for various humidifier 
water consumption rates and different sizes of water particles. It was assumed that all of 
the particles were of the same size. Experimental characterization of the uniformity of the 
water droplets generated by the humidifier was not done. 
Measurements were taken for the velocity at the center of the humidifier outlet 
using the laser Doppler velocimeter. The average velocity at the center was measured to 
be 1.55 m/s, and it was assumed that the velocity is constant over the cross-sectional area 
of the humidifier outlet. Also, the cross-sectional · area of the humidifier outlet was 
measured and it was 6.558xlo-04 m2. By dividing the mist intensity of Table 2 by the 
above velocity and area, theoretical number density (particlesJm3) at the humidifier outlet 
was obtained and is tabulated in Table 3. 
I micron 
TABLE 2 
ESTIMATION OF MIST INTENSITY 
(PARTICLES/SECOND) 
GENERATED BY THE 
HUiv1IDIFIER 
5 n1icron 10 micron 30 micron 50 micron 
85. 7(g/hr.) 4.547x I 0 I 0 3.63 7x 1 o08 4.547x 1 o07 1.684x 1 o06 3 .637x 1 o05 
97.4(g/hr.) 5.167xto10 4.I34xto08 5.I67xto07 1.914xlo06 4.134xto05 
110.2(g/hr.) 5.846xlolO 4.677xto08 5.846xlo07 2.165xto06 4.677xto05 
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The number density at the humidifier outlet was then obtained experimentally by 
the swept volume counting technique as explained in Chapter III. This measurement was 
also taken at the minimum possible mist intensity produced by the humidifier. This has 
already been discussed in detail in Chapter II. The average number density was 
determined to be 4.2xlol0. This was in fairly good agreement with the theoretical 
number density calculated for a size of 10 n1icrons. 
We intended to repeat this experiment with high mist intensity output from the 
hun1idifier, but no accurate measurements could be obtained by the laser Doppler 
velocimeter at the humidifier outlet at high mist intensity. This, as already discussed in 
Chapter II, was because of the high particle concentration. 
Next, as shown in Figure 38, the humidifier was used to provide seeding in a jet 
flow. Jet flow has been studied very well by numerous researchers and the nature of the 
velocity profiles at different planes downstream the flow are well understood. Numerous 
tests were conducted to investigate the performance of the counting technique and the 
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laser Doppler velocimeter system. Also the understanding of the system parameters with 
regard to the system measurements was enhanced. 
1 micron 
TABLE 3 
THEORETICAL NUMBER DENSITY 
AT TJIE IIUMJDJFJER OUTLET 
5 micron 10 micron 30 micron 50 micron 
85.7(glhr.) 4.473xto13 3.578x1o11 4.473xtol0 L657xl009 3.578xto08 
97.4(g/hr.) 5.083xto13 4.067x1oll 5.083xtol0 1.883xto09 4.067xto08 









Figure 38. Schematic DiHgram of the Humidifier Setup for Providing 
Seeding in a Jet (Not to Scale) 
Jet 
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As mentioned before, once a fair degree of confidence was achieved due to all of 
the above described experiments, with regard to the swept volume counting technique and 
laser Doppler velocimeter system, measurements were taken for automotive air filter AF-
3192, and particle number density distributions were calculated using those measurements. 
Figure 39 shows the filter mounted in a plexiglas test housing. The humidifier provided 
the required seeding. The water particles generated by the humidifier were pulled into the 
housing with the air flow. But this was not a very good method of providing seeding into 
the test housing, as it was not uniform. The input seeding was sensitive to even the 
slightest air current in the room. Also, the water particles were not distributed uniformly 
in the flow in the stabilizing inlet pipe of the housing. Instead, they may have taken a 
preferential path along any one side of the stabilizing pipe. The laser beams entered 
perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Henceforth; the front half of the filter refers to 
that half of the filter which is close to the side of the housing from where the beams enter, 
and the rear half is the other half of the filter which is further from the beam entering side. 
Figure 3 9 also shows the various planes at different heights above the filter at which 
measurements were taken. It is important to mention that the heights above the filter face 
were measured with a precision of 1/8 of an in. and they have been converted to the 
decimal form for convenience. As mentioned before, the measurements were taken over 
AF 3192 automotive air filters at a constant flow rate of 125 (±3%) cubic feet per minute 
(cfm). 
Figure 40 shows the various positions for measurement over the filter. Those 
positions for measurement were in the form of a grid as shown in the figure. The size of 
the grid along the length or breadth of the filter refers to the distance between two 
consecutive positions of measurement along the length or breadth of the filter respectively. 
As mentioned earlier, complete computer controlled automated traversing enabled 
movement of the probe volume precisely and speedily to any location over the filter. As 
















Figure 3 9. Filter Mounted in Plexiglas Housing 
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the order of ±0.001 of an in. per 10 in. of displacement. For most of the measurements 
involved in this work, a grid of 1±0.001 in. by 1±0.001 in. was used. However, this was 
not always the case, and exact measurement locations (and the grid) depended upon the 
degree of precision and closeness with which a filter was to be mapped. For example, for 
some tests at a plane close to the filter (0.625±0.125 in. above the filter face), a rather 
finer grid (0.938±0.001 in. by 0.792±0.001 in.) was chosen as compared to the grid (1± 
0.001 in. by 1±0.001 in.) at a plane 3.625±0.125 in. above the filter. This obviously was 
because there was more interest in carefully investigating the number density distribution 
very close to the filter. 
~----
7.5 In 
X axis 4.75 In 
l 
Y axis 
Figure 40. Measurement Grid for Automotive Air Filter AF 3 192 
It is worthwhile to mention that, for these measurements, it was assumed that a 
'clean' filter would be a dry filter, as water particles were used for seeding the flow. Along 
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the same lines, a 'dirty' filter would be a wet filter~ as both a 'dirty' filter and a wet filter are 
the result of 'usage'. 
Thirteen different tests were conducted and each has been assigned an 
identification letter (from A through M) for convenience. Table 4 concisely presents the 
relevant information about these tests. The table shows the date when a particular test 
was conducted, whether a new or a used filter was employed, the grid used for taking the 
measurements, the humidifier setting with regard to the intensity of mist generation, and 
the specific software parameter setup employed. Six different parameter setups were 
employed for taking these measurements. These are attached in Appendix E. As 
mentioned before in Chapter III, a TSI mass flow sensor was used to monitor the 
volumetric air flow rate. This went out of calibration after the tests I through M were 
conducted. This may have been due to an accidental change in the gain or span of the 
instrument. Several tests were conducted by my colleagues with this out-of-calibration 
mass flow sensor. The flow measurements obtained by this were compared to those 
obtained using an air filter test stand, and a linear curve fit was obtained over the range of 
0 to 500 cfm. Tests A through H were conducted using the out-of-calibration mass flow 
sensor in conjunction with this linear curve fit. Also, it is important to mention that for 
tests I through M, laser power was measured in terms of voltage (V de) across a specific 
resistance of the laser. This voltage was proportional to the laser power in watts. 
Saturation with regard to the number of particle counts and hence the number density was 
reached just below 8 V de. 
As mentioned before, measurements were taken at four different levels above the 
face of the filter. Table 5 shows the total number oftests and the identifying names of the 
tests that were conducted at each level. Once again, it is worthwhile to mention that, the 
heights above the filter face were measured with a precision of 1/8 of an in., and they have 
been converted to the decimal form for convenience. 
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Measurements at a Plane 6.625 In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 41 shows a three-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution 
for test D. Fron1 Table 5, it is clear that this test was conducted at a plane 6.625 inches 
above the face of the filter. As observed from Table 4, the filter used for this test was an 
old filter, and a grid of 1 in. by 1 in. was used for the test. It is also observed from Table 
4, that the humidifier was operating at high mist intensity, and software parameter setup 
III was employed for taking measurements. A laser power of 3.5 watts was used. As 
mentioned before, measurements were taken at a flow rate of 125 cfm. Particle number 
density is represented by the z-axis. The length of the filter was along the x-axis while the 
breadth of the filter was along the y-axis. The coordinates (0 in., 0 in.) represent the 
center of the filter. The laser beams entered perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and 
in the direction of the y-axis. The exit duct of the test housing leading to the blower (as 
shown in Fig. 39) was located on the positive x-axis section of the filter (right side of Fig. 
72 
41 ). The above mentioned orientation has been strictly adhered to, in all of the three-
dimensional plots which have been presented in this work. 
From Fig. 41, it is observed that the number density is higher in and around the 
center of the filter, and it gradually decreases toward the edges of the filter. It is 
important to mention that the figure represents number density distribution only for the 
front half of the filter (positive y-axis direction). It is worthwhile to mention that this 
plane (6.625 in.) is the plane furthest from the face of the filter where measurements were 
obtained. 
The three-dimensional plots of the particle number density distribution versus the 
filter dimensions, as in Fig. 41 present the overall distribution very well~ but it is difficult 
to investigate detailed information from it. Therefore, two-dimensional plots were taken 
using the same data, which is equivalent to slicing the three-dimensional plot along the 
desired planes. The two-dimensional plots were taken at different planes along the grid 
lines. 
Figure 42 is a two-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution at 
different grid planes parallel to the x-axis (along the length of the filter). The graph clearly 
shows that for grid planes closer to the center (y=O in. and y= 1 in.), the number density is 
highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and decreases towards the edges of the filter (x=±3 in.). 
For the grid plane further from the center (y=2 in.), the number density is very low and the 
profile is almost flat with little variation with x-location. Also a fair degree of symmetry is 
exhibited by the number density profiles with respect to the plane x=O in. In other words, 
the left and the right halves of the filter have a similar· number density distribution. It was 
expected that, for any grid plane parallel to the y-axis (x=±3, ±2, ±1, 0 in.), the 
concentration would be highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and would decrease toward the 
edge (y=2. In). This was true for all the grid planes parallel to they-axis, except for one 
plane (x=O in.). For this particular plane, x=O in., number density was higher at y=1 in. 





Figure 41. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test D, at a Plane 6.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 42. Two-Dimensional Plot ~fNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test D, at a Plane 6.625 In. 
Above the Filter Face 
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at the same plane (test E) and was also observed for the measurements at a different plane 
with this filter (test C). Therefore, this deviation can be attributed to the typical filter 
used. Or else, it can well be argued that the number density need not necessarily be 
highest exactly at the center. The peak, instead, may exist at some other point close to the 
center. As discussed before, this may also be due to the preferential seeding along one of 
the walls of the stabilizing pipe. 
As mentioned before, particle number density distribution should be investigated 
along with the flow distribution, so as to understand the relationship between the two. 
Therefore, for all of the measurements involved in this work, the corresponding velocity 
profiles were also investigated in conjunction with the particle number density 
distributions. 
Figure 43 shows the corresponding three-dimensional plot of velocity profile at a 
plane 6.625 in. above the face of the filter for test D. The graph clearly shows that 
velocity is high at and around the center and decreases gradually toward the edges of the 
filter. Figure 44 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot obtained by slicing the three-
dimensional plot of Fig. 43 as explained before for number density. The graph clearly 
shows that, for all the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and 
decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±3 in.). However, for a grid plane further from 
the center (y=2 in.}, the velocity is low and the profile shows relatively less variation with 
x-location. The graph clearly exhibits the symmetry for velocity profiles with respect to 
the central plane (x=O in.). As expected, for grid planes parallel to they-axis (x=±2, ±1, 0 
in.), velocity is highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2. in.). 
However, for grid planes at the edge (x=±3 in.}, this may not necessarily be true because 
of the flow uncertainties and very low velocities involved. 
Test D, therefore, suggests that at a plane far from the face of the filter, particles 
are concentrated toward the center of the filter as compared to the edges, and the number 
density distribution is fairly symmetrical for the left and right halves of the filter. 
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Figure 43. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 44. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test D, at 
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However, the peak of the number density may not necessarily be at the exact center of the 
filter. The flow may have uncertainties at the edges. 
Symmetry was expected between the front and the rear halves of the filter with 
regard to flow and particle number density distribution. To investigate this symmetry, 
another test (test E) was performed. As shown in Table 4, the same filter as for test D 
was used. Also the humidifier setting, the software parameter setup and the grid were 
same as for test D. A laser power of 3.5 watts was used as before. This time, however, 
measurements were taken also for the rear half of the filter. 
Figure 45 shows the three-dimensional number density distribution over the face of 
the filter for test E. From the figure, it is observed that the number density is not highest 
at the center. Instead, it peaks at x=O in. and y=± 1 in. As mentioned before, two-
dimensional plots were used to investigate the details of the number density distribution. 
Figures 46 and 4 7 are the two-dimensional plots of the number density distribution for the 
front (positive y-axis direction) and the rear (negative y-axis direction) halves of the filter, 
respectively. It is observed from Figs. 46 and 47 that the symmetry that was exhibited in 
the previous test with respect to the plane x=O in. is missing. The number density is 
highest at the center (x=O in.) and decreases toward the edges only for the planes y=±l in. 
Also for all of the planes (y=± 1, ±2, 0 in.), an unusually high number density was obtained 
at the x=-3 in. This could be due to some change in pleats of the filter at x=-3 in. location. 
As in the previous test (test D), for the plane x=O in., the number density was higher at 
y= 1 in. (and also y=-1 in.) rather than at y=O in. To investigate the symmetry between the 
front and the rear halves of the filter, two-dimensional plots of number density were 
obtained at different grid planes parallel to the y-axis (along the breadth of the filter). 
These are shown in Figs. 48 and 49. These graphs suggest that symmetry does not exist 
with regard to number density between the front and the rear halves of the filter. But it 
can well be argued that, since the symmetry that was observed in the previous test (test D) 






















Figure 45. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for TestE, at a Plane 6.625 
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Figure 46. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
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Figure 47. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for TestE, at a Plane 6.625 In. 
Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 48. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
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Figure 49. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for TestE, at a Plane 6.625 In. 
Above the Filter Face 
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test, it could be possible that symmetry existed in test D between the front and rear halves 
of the filter, and for this particular test, it was not exhibited. 
Figures 50, 51, and 52 are comparisons of number densities for tests D and E at 
grid planes y=O in., y=l in., and y=2 in., respectively. These graphs clearly show that the 
number density varied considerably from one test to the other. Only for the plane y=l in., 
the number densities were comparable for the two tests and showed the same profile. 
To investigate any variation in the flow between the two tests, velocity profiles 
were plotted. Figure 53 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test E. It 
is important to note that this figure shows measuremefits also for the rear half of the filter. 
The graph clearly shows that, as observed for test D, velocity is high at and around the 
center and decreases gradually toward the edges of the filter. Symmetry is observed 
between the front and rear halves of the filter. Figures 54 and 55 are the two-dimensional 
plots of velocity profiles at different grid planes parallel to the x-axis, for the front and rear 
halves of the filter, respectively. As observed for test D, these figures also show that for 
all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edges of the filter (x=±3 in.). As before, the graphs clearly exhibit the 
symmetry for velocity profiles with respect to the central plane (x=O in.). Also, as 
observed for test D, for grid planes parallel to the y-axis (x=±2, ±1, 0 in.), velocity is 
highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edges (y=±2 in.). However, 
for grid planes at the edge (x=±3 in.), this may not be necessarily true because of the flow 
uncertainties and very low velocities involved. These graphs also confirm the symmetry 
between the front and rear halves of the filter with regard to velocity profiles. 
Figures 56, 57, and 58 are comparisons of the velocity profiles for the front half of 
the filter for tests D and E. It is observed that the velocity profiles for the two tests are 
almost identical. Only for the plane far off from the center (y=2 in.), velocities have 
















Figure 50. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 
D and E, at Y=O In. for a Plane 6.625 In. 
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Figure 51. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 
D and E, at Y=l In. for a Plane 6.625 In. 
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Figure 52. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 
D and E, at Y=2 In. for a Plane 6.625 In. 
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Figure 53. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 54. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for TestE, at 
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Figure 55. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test E, at 
a Plane 6.625 In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 56. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
D and E, at Y=O In. for a Plane 6.625 In. 
Above the Filter F ac~ 
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Figure 57. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
D and E, at Y=l In. for a Plane 6.625 In. 
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Figure 58. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
D and E, at Y=2 ln. for a Plane 6.625 In. 
Above the Filter Face 
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It is observed that the velocity profiles have not changed much for the two tests 
(tests D and E). However, the number density distribution seemed to be highly 
unpredictable. The various uncertainties involved with the seeding may have been 
responsible for this. The unsteady rate of water particle generation by the humidifier, the 
non-uniform and random manner in which the water particles are pulled into the stabilizing 
pipe of the housing, the absolute randomness with which seeding particles are mixed into 
the flow in the stabilizing pipe, and the possible flow uncertainties~ all may have been 
responsible for the random number density distribution. It is worth mentioning that, 
evaporation of water droplets within the housing is believed to be highly improbable. 
Considering an approximate average velocity (from housing inlet to the filter face) of 5 
ft./sec, and approximate height of I ft. of the housing, water droplets have only 0.2 sec to 
get evaporated. Moreover, the atmosphere within the housing was visually observed to be 
highly humid with water accumulating at the base plate, further ruling out the possibility of 
evaporation of water droplets. 
Measurements at a Plane 3.625 In. Above the Filter Face 
Figure 59 shows the three-dimensional number density distribution for test C. As 
shown in Table 5, test C was conducted at a plane 3.625 inches above the face of the 
filter. From Table 4, it is observed that tests D and E used the same filter as was used for 
test C. It is also observed that the grid used, the humidifier setting, and the parameter 
setup employed were also same for tests D, E and C. As mentioned before, a laser power 
of 3. 5 watts was used. It is important to mention that measurements for test C were taken 
only for the front half of the filter. Hence, Fig. 59 represents number density distribution 
only for the front half of the filter (positive y-axis direction). From the figure it is 
observed that the number density is high around the center and it decreases toward the 
edges of the filter. 
88 
As mentioned before, two-dimensional plots were used to have a better insight into 
the number density distribution. Figure 60 shows a two-dimensional plot of particle 
number density distribution at different grid planes parallel to the x-axis (along the length 
of the filter). The graph clearly shows that, for all of the grid planes, the number density is 
highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±3 in.). 
Also a very good symmetry is exhibited by the number density profiles with respect to the 
plane x=O in. It was again expected that, for any grid plane parallel to the y-axis ( x=±3, ± 
2, ± 1, 0 in.), concentration would be highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and would decrease 
toward the edge (y=2 in.). As for tests D and E, this was true for all of the grid planes 
parallel to the y-axis, except for one plane (x=O in.). For this particular plane, x=O in., 
number density was higher at y= 1 in. rather than at y=O in. 
Figure 61 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile at the plane 3. 625 
in. above the face of the filter for test C. The graph clearly shows that velocity is high at 
and around the center and decreases gradually toward the edges of the filter. Figure 62 is 
the corresponding two-dimensional plot obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of 
Fig. 61. The graph clearly shows that, for all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at 
the centerline (x=O in.) and decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±3 in.). The graph 
clearly exhibits symmetry for velocity profiles with respect to the central plane (x=O in.). 
As expected, for grid planes parallel to y-axis (x=-3, 2, ±1, 0), velocity is highest at the 
centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (F2 In). However, for the planes x=3 
in. and x=-2 in., this was not true. This, as mentioned before, may be due to flow 
uncertainties. 
Figure 63 shows the three-dimensional number density distribution for test K. As 
shown in Table 5, this test was also conducted at a plane 3.625 in. above the face of the 
filter. As shown in Table 4, an old filter was used for this test. A coarser grid of 1.875 in. 
by 1. 188 inches was used for taking measurements, and the humidifier was operating at a 
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Figure 59. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test C, at a Plane 3. 625 
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Figure 60. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test C, at a Plane 3.625 In. 














Figure 61. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 62. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test C, at 
a Plane 3.625 In. Above the Filter Face 
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It is important to mention that the laser was operating at 8 V de (which also corresponds 
to saturation). Measurements were taken only for the front half of the filter. From Fig. 
63, it is evident that number density is high at and around the center and decreases toward 
the edges of the filter. 
Figure 64 shows the corresponding two-dimensional plot of number density 
distribution at different planes parallel to the x-axis. The graph clearly shows that for all 
of the grid planes, the number density is highest at the centerline ( x=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edges of the filter (x=±3. 75 in.). It is observed that, for the grid planes y=O in. 
and y= 1.188 in., the number densities are almost the same for the right half of the filter. 
A very good symmetry is exhibited by the number density profile for the grid plane 
y=2.375 in., which is far from the center. However, for the grid planes y=O in. and 
y= 1. 118 in., it is observed that, for the right half of the filter, the number density drop is 
steeper as compared to that for the left half of the filter. This may be due to the blower 
which was connected to the right side of the filter. This may also be attributed to the 
preferential seeding as discussed before. As expected, for any grid plane parallel to y-axis 
(x=±3.75, ±1.875, 0 in.) concentration is highest at centerline (y=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edge (y=2.375 in.). 
Figure 65 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test K. The 
graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and around the center and decreases gradually 
toward the edges of the filter. Figure 66 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot 
obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of Fig. 65. The graph clearly shows that for 
all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edges of the filter (x=±3.75 in.). As observed for the number density profiles, 
the velocity profiles for the grid planes y=l.l88 in. and y=2.375 in. also show a steeper 
drop for the right half of the filter as compared to the left half Also, as observed for the 
number density profiles, for the grid planes y=l.188 i~. and y=2.375 in., the velocities are 
almost identical for the right half of the filter. As for number density, a very good 
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Figure 63. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test K, at a Plane 3.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 64. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test K, at a Plane 3. 625 In. 















Figure 65. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
Test K, at a Plane 3. 625 In. Above the Filter 
Face 
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Figure 66. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test K, at 




symmetry is exhibited by the velocity profile for the grid plane y=2.375 in., which is far 
from the center. As expected, for the grid planes parallel to the y-axis ( x=3. 7 5, ± 1. 8 7 5, 0 
in.), velocity is highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2. in.). 
However, for the grid plane at the edge (x=·3 in.), this was not true because of the flow 
uncertainties and the very low velocities involved. 
Tests C and K, therefore, suggest again that particles are concentrated toward the 
center of the filter as compared to the edges, and the number density distribution is fairly 
symmetrical for the left and right halves of the filter. The tests also suggest that the flow 
may have uncertainties, especially at the edges. 
To explore the symmetry between the front and rear half of the filter at a plane 
3.625 in. above the face of the filter, another test (test G) was performed with a new filter. 
As observed from Table 4, the humidifier setting, the grid and the governing software 
parameter setup were same as for test C. A laser power of 3. 5 watts was used as before. 
Measurements were taken for the front half as well as for the rear half of the filter. Figure 
67 shows the three-dimensional number density distribution over the face of the filter. 
Figures 68 and 69 are the two-dimensional plots of the number density distribution for the 
front (positive y-axis direction) and the rear (negative y-axis direction) halves of the filter, 
respectively. From the figures, it is observed that there is some degree of symmetry 
between the left and right halves of the filter for all of the grid planes parallel to the x-axis 
except for the central plane y=O in. For this particular plane, the number density seems to 
gradually increase from the left extreme (x=-3 in.) of the filter to the point x=2 in., and 
then it drops down for the right extreme of the filter (x=3 in.). It is worth mentioning 
once again, that the blower to pull air was also connected to the right side of the housing 
at the plane y=O in. The number density peaked slightly off-center at x=O in. and y= 1 in. 
It is observed that the number density is certainly low at the edges of the filter, though it 
can be low even at certain points on the filter which are not at the edges. The number 
















Figure 67. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test G, at a Plane 3.625 
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Figure 68. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test G, at a Plane 3. 625 ln. 
Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 69. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test G, at a Plane 3.625 ln. 
Above the Filter Face 
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in. The center (x=O in.) shows a dip for the grid planes y=2 in. and y=-1 in. As mentioned 
before, symmetry between the front and the rear halves of the filter was investigated by 
plotting number density at different grid planes parallel to y-axis. These plots are shown 
in Figs. 70 and 71. It is observed that, for the central plane x=O in., the density 
distribution is asymmetric. For other grid planes, a slight degree of symmetry is observed. 
Figures 72, 73, and 74 are comparisons of number densities for tests C, K and G. 
It is observed that for test G, number densities are much higher than for tests C and K. 
This may be due to better seeding for test G. The profile of number density distribution is 
similar only for the grid plane y= 1 in. For tests C and K, number densities are close. 
Figure 75 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test G. The 
graph clearly shows that, as observed for test C, velocity is high at and around the center 
and decreases gradually toward the edges of the filter. Symmetry is observed between the 
front and the rear halves of the filter. Figures 76 and 77 are the two-dimensional plots of 
velocity profiles at different grid planes parallel to the x-axis, for the front and rear halves 
of the filter, respectively. These figures show that the velocity is high at and around the 
centerline (x=O in.) and decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±3 in.). As before, the 
graphs clearly exhibit the symmetry for velocity profi,es with respect to the central plane 
(x=O in.). Only for the central plane (y=O in.), the velocity profile is shifted to the right 
peaking at x= 1 in. instead of x=O in. These graphs also confirm the symmetry between the 
front and rear halves of the filter with regard to velocity profiles. 
Figures 78, 79 and 80 are comparisons of the velocity profiles for the front half of 
the filter for tests C, K and G. It is observed that the velocity profiles for the three tests 
exhibit the same shape, though most of the velocities are not exactly identical. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the particles tend to concentrate around the 
center, and that the number density is low at the edges of the filter. The exact peak and 
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Figure 70. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
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Figure 71. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test G, at a Plane 3.625 In. 
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Figure 73. Comparison of Number Densities for Tests 
C, K and Gat Y=l ln. for a Plane 3.625 
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Figure 75. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 76. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test G, at 
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Figure 77. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test G, at 
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Figure 79. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
C, K and Gat Y=l In. for a Plane 3.625 
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Measurements at a Plane 2.125 In. Above the Filter Face 
Test J, as shown in Table 5, was conducted at a plane 2.125 in. above the face of 
the filter. It is observed from Table 4 that test K also used the same filter as was used for 
test J. The humidifier setting, the grid and the software parameter setup were the same for 
tests K and l The laser was operating at 8 V de. Measurements were taken only for the 
front half of the filter. 
Figure 81 shows three-dimensional number density distribution for test J. From 
the figure, it is evident that number density is high at the center and decreases toward the 
edges of the filter. Figure 82 shows the corresponding two-dimensional plot of number 
density distribution at different planes parallel to the x-axis. The graph clearly shows that, 
for all of the grid planes, the number density is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and 
decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±3. 75 in.). A very good symmetry is exhibited 
by the number density profile for the grid plane y=2.375 in., which is far from the center. 
However, for the grid planes y=O in. and y= 1.118 in., it is observed that, for the right half 
of the filter, the number density drop is steeper as compared to that for the left half of the 
filter. This was observed for test K also. This may be due to the blower which was 
connected to the right side of the filter as suggested before, or it may be due to 
preferential seeding. This may also be attributed to the specific filter used. As expected, 
for the grid planes parallel to they-axis (x=±3.75, ±1.875, 0 in.), concentration is highest 
at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2.375 In). 
Figure 83 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile at a plane 2.125 in. 
above the face of the filter for test l The graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and 
around the center and decreases gradually toward the edges of the filter. Figure 84 is the 
corresponding two-dimensional plot obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of Fig. 
83. The graph clearly shows that, for all the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the 
centerline (x=O in.) and decreases toward the edges of the filter (x= ±3.75 in.). As 
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Figure 81. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test J, at a Plane 2.125 
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Figure 82. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test J, at a Plane 2.125 In. 
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Figure 83. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
Test J, at a Plane 2.125 In. Above the Filter 
Face 
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Figure 84. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test J, at 




observed for the number density profiles, the velocity profiles for the grid planes y= 1. 188 
in. and y=2.3 75 in. also show a steeper drop for the right half of the filter as compared to 
the left half This was also observed for test K. Also, as observed for the number density 
profiles and for test K, for the grid planes y=1.188 in. and y=2.375 in., the velocities are 
almost identical for the right half of the filter. A very good symmetry is exhibited by the 
velocity profiles for the grid planes y=1.188 in. and y=2.375 in. As expected, for the grid 
planes parallel to they-axis (x=±1.875, 0 in.), velocity is highest at the centerline (y=O in.) 
and decreases toward the edge (y=2. in.). For the grid planes at the edges (x=±3.75 in.) 
however, this was not true. Flow uncertainties, as mentioned before, may be responsible 
for this. 
Test L, as shown in Table 5, was also performed at the same height of 2.125 in. 
above the face of the filter. As shown in Table 4, a new filter was used for the test. The 
humidifier was operating at high mist intensity. The grid used for this test was 0.938 in. 
by 0. 792 in. Software parameter setup V was employed and the laser was operating at 8 
Vdc. Measurements were taken only for a quarter of the filter. 
Figure 85 shows three-dimensional number density distribution for test L. From 
the figure, it is evident that number density is high at the center and decreases toward the 
edges of the filter. Figure 86 shows the corresponding two-dimensional plot of number 
density distribution at different planes parallel to the x:-axis. The graphs clearly show that, 
for all of the grid planes, the number density is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and 
decreases gradually toward the edge of the filter (x=3.75 in.). However, just at the corner 
of the filter, an unusually high number density is observed. It is important to note that 
number densities for all of the planes are very close to each other. 
Figure 8 7 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile at a plane 2. 125 in. 
above the face of the filter for test L. The graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and 
around the center and decreases gradually toward the edge of the filter. Figure 88 is the 
corresponding two-dimensional plot obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of Fig. 
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Figure 85. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test L, at a Plane 2.125 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 86. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test L, at a Plane 2.125 ln. 















Figure 87. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 88. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test L, at 
a Plane 2.125 In. Above the Filter Face 
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87. The graph clearly shows that, for all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the 
centerline (x=O in.) and decreases toward the edge of the filter (x=3. 75 in.). For the 
central plane y=O in., a slight and unusual increase in velocity is observed at the edge of 
the filter. As expected, for any grid plane parallel to they-axis (x=±3.75, ±1.875, 0 in.) 
velocity is highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2. in.). As 
observed for number density profiles, for the grid planes y=O in. and y=O. 792 in., velocities 
are almost identical. The number density and velocity trends are almost identical, 
suggesting that particles may follow the flow closely; and under ideal conditions, the 
number density distribution may replicate the velocity profile. 
Figures 89 to 91 are comparisons of number densities for tests J and L at different 
grid planes. It is observed that, number density profiles for both the tests have the same 
trend though the profile is flatter for test L. 
Figures 92 to 94 are comparisons of the velocity profiles for the above discussed 
two tests. Velocity profiles also exhibit the same trend though the velocities for the two 
tests are not identical. 
Tests J and L, therefore, affirm that particles are concentrated at and around the 
center of the filter with number density decreasing gradually toward the edges of the filter. 
Flow uncertainty may exist at the edges and a high number density may be observed at the 
edges. 
Measurements at a Plane 0.625 ln. Above the Filter Face 
Extensive measurements were taken for a plane 0. 625 in. above the face of the 
filter. The difficulty with getting very close to the filter face, due to interference of the 
test housing's edge with the laser beams, limited the height above the filter at which 
measurements could be taken. This was the plane closest to the face of the filter where 
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Figure 90. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 
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Figure 93. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
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Figure 94. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 




half of the filter could not be mapped due to the above mentioned difficulty. Being the 
plane closest to the filter, this was the plane of extreme interest and importance. The 
number density distribution at this plane would give the closest distribution to which the 
filter is actually exposed. Therefore, as shown in Table 5, six different tests (B, I, M, H, F 
and A) were conducted at this plane, all using different and new filters. 
As observed from Table 4, the same filter was used for tests C, D and E as was 
used for test B. In other words, the filter was new and fresh for test B, and for the other 
tests (C, D and E), the same filter was used after it dried. The humidifier setting, the grid 
and the laser power (3.5 watts) were same for tests B, C, D and E. As shown in Table 4, 
test B employed software parameter setup II. Measurements were taken only for the front 
half of the filter. Figure 95 shows a three-dimensional plot of particle number density 
distribution for test B. From the figure, it is observed that the number density is highest at 
the center of the filter, and it gradually decreases toward the edges of the filter. Figure 96 
shows a two-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution at different grid 
planes parallel to the x-axis (along the length of the filter). The graph clearly shows that, 
for all of the grid planes, the number density is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and 
decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±4 in.). Also very good symmetry is exhibited 
by the number density profiles with respect to the plane x=O in. 
Figure 97 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test B. The 
graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and around the center and decreases gradually 
toward the edges of the filter. Figure 98 is the ~orresponding two-dimensional plot 
obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of Fig. 97. The graph clearly shows that, 
for all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the centerline ( x=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edges of the filter (x=±4 in.). The graph clearly exhibits the symmetry for 
velocity profiles with respect to the central plane (x=O in.). Also for grid planes parallel to 
they-axis (x=3, ±2, ±1, 0 in.), velocity is highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases 
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Figure 95. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test B, at a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 96. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test B, at a Plane 0. 625 In. 








Figure 97. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 98. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test B, at 








toward the edge (y=3 in.). However, as observed before, for grid planes at the edges (x=-
3, ±4 in.), this is not true. 
Test I was also conducted at the same plane at 0. 625 in. above the face of the 
filter. As observed from Table 4, the same filter was used for tests J and K as was used 
for test I. A grid of 0.938 in. by 0.792 in. was used. The humidifier setting and the 
software parameter setup (IV) were same for tests I, J and K, but a low laser power of 2.8 
V de (which is far below the saturation limit, 8 V de) was used for test I. 
Figure 99 shows a three-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution 
for test I. From the figure, it observed that the number density is high around the center 
and decreases gradually toward the edges of the filter. Figure 1 00 shows the 
corresponding two-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution at different 
grid planes parallel to the x-axis. The graph clearly shows that, for all of the grid planes 
except the y=O in. grid plane, the number density is highest at the centerline ( x=O in.) and 
decreases toward the edges of the filter (x=±3. 75 in.). For the plane y=O in., an unusual 
dip is observed at the center. A very good symmetry is exhibited by the number density 
profiles with respect to the plane x=O in. As expected, for the grid planes parallel to the y-
axis (x=±3.75, ±2.814, ±1.875, ±0.938, 0 in.), number density is highest at the centerline 
(y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2.375 in.). Toward the edges, this may not be 
true as number densities are very low and close to each other. 
Figure 101 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test I. The 
graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and around the center and decreases gradually 
toward the edges of the filter. Figure 102 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot 
obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of Fig. 10 1. The graph clearly shows that, 
for all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the centerline (x=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edges of the filter (x=±4 in.). For every grid plane, the velocity profile is fairly 
flat around the center. The graph clearly exhibits symmetry for velocity profiles with 
respect to the central plane (x=O in.). For the central grid plane y=O in., higher velocities 
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Figure 99. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test I, at a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 100. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test I, at a Plane 0.625 In. 








Figure 101. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
Test I, at a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face 
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Figure 102. Two-Dimensional Plot ofVelocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test I, at 




are observed for the left half of the filter. It is observed that, for most of the grid planes 
parallel to the y-axis (x=-3. 75, ±2.814, ±1.875, ±0.938, 0 in.), velocity is highest at the 
centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2.375 in.). For the grid planes at 
the edge of the filter, such as for the plane x=3.75 in., this may not be necessarily true due 
to flow uncertainties. 
Test M was also conducted at the same plane, 0.625 in. above the face of the filter. 
As observed from Table 4, a new filter was used for the test, and the humidifier was at 
high mist intensity. Parameter setup VI was used. A grid of 0.938 in. by 0.792 in. was 
used, and measurements were taken only for one quarter of the filter. Once again, a low 
laser power (2.8 Vdc) was used. 
Figure 1 03 shows a three-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution 
for test M. Figure I 04 shows the corresponding two-dimensional plot of particle number 
density distribution at different grid planes parallel to the x-axis. From the figures, it is 
observed that, for every grid plane, the number density peaks at x=-0. 93 8 in. instead of 
x=O in. and then it gradually decreases toward the edges. This may be due to preferential 
seeding or due to some specific filter characteristic. It is observed that number densities 
for the planes y=O in. and y=O. 792 in. are almost identical, as is the case for the planes 
y=l.584 in. and y=2.375 in. It is observed that the difference in the number densities for 
different grid planes parallel to x-axis really exist only for the region close to the center 
(x=O in. to x=-2 in.). 
Figure 105 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test M. The 
graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and around the center and decreases gradually 
toward the edges of the filter. Figure 106 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot 
obtained by slicing the three-dimensional plot of Fig.· 105. The graph clearly shows that 
for all of the grid planes, the velocity is highest at the centerline ( x=O in.) and decreases 
toward the edges of the filter (x=-4 in.). It is observed that, for all of the grid planes 
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Figure I 03. Three-Dimensional Plot .of Number Density 
Distribution for Test M, at a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 104. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test M, at a Plane 0.625 In. 



















Figure 105. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
Test M, at a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face 
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Figure 106. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test M, at 
a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the Filter Face 
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parallel to the y-axis (x=-3. 75, -2.814, -1.875, -0.938, 0 in.), velocity is highest at the 
centerline (y=O in.) and decreases toward the edge (y=2.375 in.). 
Tests B, I and M, therefore, confirm that particles are concentrated at and around 
the center of the filter with number density decreasing gradually toward the edges of the 
filter. 
Figure 1 07 shows a three-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution 
for test H. As evident from Table 4, a new filter was used for this test. The grid used, the 
humidifier setting and the software parameter setup were same as for test B. A laser 
power of 3. 5 watts was used. Figure 1 08 shows the corresponding two-dimensional plot 
of particle number density distribution at different grid planes parallel to the x-axis (along 
the length of the filter). It is observed from the figures that the number density for every 
grid plane is highest at and around the center and decreases toward the edges (x=±4 in.) of 
the filter. The peak of the number density distribution is observed at x= 1 in. and 1 in. 
Also a fair degree of symmetry is observed with respect to the central plane (x=O in.). The 
number density seems to be slightly high outside the filter regime, as shown in Fig. 1 08 for 
points (x=4 in., y=3 in.) and (x=-4 in., y=O in.). 
Figure 109 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test H. The 
graph clearly shows that velocity is high at and around the center and decreases gradually 
toward the edges of the filter. Figure 11 0 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot. The 
graph shows that, for all of the grid planes except for the central plane y=O in., the peak of 
the velocity profile is shifted toward the left side of the filter at x=-1 in. The velocities 
decrease toward the edges of the filter (x=±4 in.). For the central plane y= 0 in., a slight 
dip is observed at the center. Also for grid planes parallel to the y-axis (x=3, ±2, ±1, 0 
in.), velocity is highest at the centerline (y=O in.) and decreases towards the edge (y=3 In). 
However, as observed before, for grid planes at the edges (x=-3, ±4 in.), this is not true. 
Test H again suggests that, at a plane very near to the face of the filter, particles 
are concentrated toward the center of the filter as compared to the edges. The peak, 
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Figure 107. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test H, at a Plane 0.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 108. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test H, at a Plane 0.625 In. 










Figure 109. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 110. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test H, at 




however, may not necessarily be at the exact center. Also toward the edges of the filter, 
unusually high number densities may be observed. 
Figure 111 shows a three-dimensional plot of particle number density distribution 
for test F. As observed from Table 4, a new filter was used for this test. The grid used, 
the humidifier setting, and the software parameter setup were the same as for tests F and 
B. A laser power of 3. 5 watts was used. Figure 112 shows the corresponding two-
dimensional plot of particle number density distribution at different grid planes parallel to 
the x-axis. Once again, it is observed that the number density is high for the planes x=±4 
in., which are outside the filter regime. In fact, peaks are observed at the points (x=4 in., 
y=O in.) and (x=-4 in., y=2 in.). Disregarding the points of measurements outside the filter 
regime, a relatively flat number density profile is observed. 
Figure 113 shows the three-dimensional plot of velocity profile for test F. Figure 
114 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot. The graphs clearly show that velocity is 
high at and around the center and decreases gradually toward the edges of the filter. A 
slight dip is observed at the center x=O in. for the grid plane y=O in. A fair degree of 
symmetry is observed for all of the grid planes except for the plane y=3 in. But this plane 
is outside the filter regime, and therefore it had slightly odd velocities. 
Test F suggests that the number density distribution can be fairly uniform and flat 
over the filter except for a couple of peaks around the center. 
Figure 115 shows the three-dimensional plot of the velocity profile for test A. As 
shown in Table 4, a new filter was used for this test. Software parameter setup I was 
employed. Also a relatively finer grid of0.5 in. by 0.5 in. was used for the measurements. 
High mist intensity was used, and the laser was operating at 3. 5 watts. Figure 116 is the 
corresponding two-dimensional plot. It is observed that the number density is high and 
off-center at the grid plane x=-2 in. It is worthwhile to mention that measurements for the 
left half of the filter were taken after the right half Since a finer grid was employed, time 


























Figure 111. Three-Dimensional Plot .of Number Density 
Distribution for Test F, at a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 112. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test F, at a Plane 0.625 In. 








Figure 113. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 114. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test F, at 



























Figure 115. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test A, at a Plane 0.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 116. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution at Different Grid Sections 
for Test A, at a Plane 0. 625 In. 




Figure 11 7 shows the three-dimensional plot of the velocity profile for test A. 
Figure 118 is the corresponding two-dimensional plot. The graph shows that velocity 
profiles are high and flat at and around the center and decrease toward the edges of the 
filter. 
Figures 119 to 122 are comparisons of number densities for tests B, I, M, H, F and 
A at different grid planes parallel to the x-axis. It is important to mention that the mist 
intensity generated by the humidifier, the grid used and the software parameters setup 
employed for these tests were different (Table 4 ). Laser power of 3. 5 watts was used for 
tests B, H, F and A. Laser power of 2.8 Vdc was used for tests I and M. It is observed 
that, except for the test F, number densities for all of the other tests are close to each other 
and exhibit the same trend. Number density seems to be high at and around the center and 
drops toward the edges of the filter. 
Figures 123 to 126 are comparisons of velocity profiles for tests B, I, M, H, F and 
A at different grid planes. As observed before, though the velocity profiles exhibit the 
same trend but velocities are not identical for different tests. This, as mentioned before, 
suggests that although the flow pattern over different filters may be similar, but the exact 
distribution depends upon the specific filter being tested. 
Comparison at Different Heights Above the Filter Face 
It is important to explore the behavior of number density distribution as a function 
of height above the face of the filter. It is evident from Table 4, that tests D, C and B 
were performed using the same filter and the same experimental conditions at planes 
6.625, 3.625 and 0.625 in. above the face of the filter, respectively. Therefore, a 
comparison of number density and velocity profiles for these planes should reveal fairly the 
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Figure 117. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile for 
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Figure 118. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
at Different Grid Sections for Test A, at 
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Figure 119. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 
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Figure 120. Comparison of Number Densities for Tests 
B, I, M, H, F and A for a Plane 0.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 121. Comparison of Number Densities for Tests 
B, I, M, Hand F for a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 122. Comparison of Number Densities for Tests 
B, Hand F for a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 123. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
B, I, M, H, F and A for a Plane 0.625 
ln. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 124. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
B, I, M, H, F and A for a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 125. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
B, I, M, H, F and A for a Plane 0. 625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 126. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
B, Hand F for a Plane 0.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figures 127, 128 and 129 are the three-dimensional plots of number density 
distribution for the tests D, C and B, respectively. These have been presented and 
discussed before. It is worthwhile to reiterate that measurements for these tests were 
taken only for the front half of the filter. It is clear from these figures that the number 
density distribution maintains the same symmetrical profile, with concentration being 
highest at and around the center and gradually decreasing towards the edges of the filter, 
as the flow progresses toward the face of the filter. However, the number density 
increases as the flow progresses toward the face of the filter. Figures 130, 131 and 132 
are the two-dimensional plots of number density at grid planes y=O in., y=1 in. and y=2 in., 
respectively for tests D, C and B. It is clear from these figures that number density 
increases for each grid plane with the flow progressing toward the face of the filter. This 
may be due to the presence of water particles bounced from the filter face and staying 
close to the filter. Improved seeding, due to the stabilizing pipe getting closer to the 
humidifier outlet as the test housing is raised (Fig. 39), may also be responsible for this. 
Figures 13 3, 134 and 13 5 are the three-dimensional plots of velocity profile for the 
tests D, C and B, respectively. Figures 136, 137 and 138 are the two-dimensional plots of 
velocity profiles at grid planes y=O in., y=1 in. and y=2 in., respectively for tests D, C and 
B. As expected, the velocity profile falls in magnitude and tends to flatten as the flow 
progresses toward the filter face. For the grid planes y=O and y=1 in., the velocity profiles 
for tests D and C are almost identical, showing that flow does not change much from 
6.625 in. to 3.625 in., at least around the center of the filter. For grid plane y=3 in., the 
velocity profile for test C is higher than that of test D, indicating the expansion of the 
flow. 
From Table 4, it is observed that tests K, J and I were performed using the same 
filter and with the same experimental conditions, at planes 3.625, 2.125 and 0.625 in. 
above the face of the filter, respectively. However, as mentioned before, test I was 
























Figure 127. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test D, at a Plane 6.625 
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Figure 128. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test C, at a Plane 3.625 
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Figure 129. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test B, at a Plane 0.625 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 130. Comparison ofNumber·Densities for Tests 
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Figure 131. Comparison of Number Densities for Tests 
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Figure 132. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 















Figure 13 3. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile 
for Test D, at a Plane 6.625 In. Above 
the Filter Face 
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Figure 134. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile 
for Test C, at a Plane 3.625 In. Above 



















Figure 135. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile 
for Test B, at a Plane 0.625 In. Above 
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Figure 136. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
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Figure 137. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
D, C and Bat Y=l In. 
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Figure 138. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
D, C and B at Y=2 In. 
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conducted using high laser power (8 V de). Therefore, as discussed before in this chapter 
under the section 'Sensitivity Measurements', the actual number density profile for test I 
should have been higher than that measured. Figur~s 13 9, 140 and 141 are the three-
dimensional plots of number density distribution for tests K, J and I, respectively. These 
also have been presented and discussed before. These figures also suggest that the 
number density distribution maintains the same symmetrical profile, with concentration 
being highest at and around the center and gradually decreasing toward the edges of the 
filter, with the flow getting closer to the filter face. 
Figure 14 2 is a two-dimensional plot of number density distribution at grid plane 
y=O in. for tests K, J and I. It is observed that the number density profile is almost 
identical for tests K and J. This is reasonable, considering that tests K and J were 
conducted at planes which differed just by 1. 5 in. Even the profile for test I is comparable 
to those of K and J; and assuming a higher actual profile due to laser power difference for 
test I, the trend shown by this figure is the same as observed before - an increase in 
number density as the flow gets closer to the face of the filter. Figure 143 is a two-
dimensional plot of number density distribution at grid plane y= 1 in. for tests K and J and 
at y=O. 792 in. for test I. Figure 144 is a two-dimensional plot of number density 
distribution at grid plane y=2 in. for tests K and J and at y=2.375 in. for test I. From Figs. 
143 and 144, it is observed that the number density for test I is higher as compared to that 
for tests K and J, indicating the expansion of the flow as it progresses toward the filter 
face. An overall higher number density close to the filter face also affirms that rebounded 
particles from the filter face stay close to the filter. 
Figures 145, 146 and 147 are the three-dimensional plots of velocity profiles for 
the tests K, J and I, respectively. Figure 148 is a two-dimensional plot of number density 
distribution at grid plane y=O in. for tests K, J and I. Figure 149 is a two-dimensional plot 
of velocity profiles at grid plane y= 1 in. for tests K and J and at y=O. 792 in. for test I. 













Figure 139. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test K, at a Plane 3.625 







Figure 140. Three-Dimensional Plot .of Number Density 
Distribution for Test J, at a Plane 2.125 
In. Above the Filter Face 
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Figure 141. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test I, at a Plane 0.625 
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Figure 143. Comparison ofNumber Densities for Tests 
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Figure 144. Comparison ofNurnber Densities for Tests 







Figure 145. Three-Dimensional PlotofVelocity Profile 
for Test K, at a Plane 3.625 In. Above 
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Figure 146. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile 
for Test J, at a Plane 2.125 In. Above 
























Figure 147. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profile 
for Test I, at a Plane 0.625 In. Above 
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Figure 148. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
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Figure 149. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
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Figure 150. Comparison of Velocity Profiles for Tests 
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and J and at y=2.375 in. for test I. As expected, the velocity profile decreases and tends 
to flatten as the flow progresses toward the filter face. For the grid planes y=O in. and y= 1 
in., the velocity profiles for tests K and J are almost identical, showing that the velocity 
does not change much from 3.625 in. to 2.125 in. 
It can therefore be deduced that, as the flow progresses toward the filter face, it 
expands and so does the number density distribution. Also a higher number density is 
observed close to the filter face which may be due to particles that bounce off of the filter 
face. 
Time History Measurements 
As mentioned before, the filter performance changes with time due to its constant 
usage. Therefore, the particle number density distribution would be different for different 
filters of different 'age'. The particle number density distribution would also be different 
for the same filter at different points in its 'life'. Three independent tests were conducted 
to study the time history effects on number density and velocity profiles over the filter 
face. These are identified as tests F, Hand L. As observed from Table 4, each of these 
tests were conducted using a new filter. Tests F and H were performed under identical 
experimental conditions and at a plane closest to the filter face (0.625 in.) while test L was 
conducted at a plane 2.125 in. above the filter face. The study of time history involved 
repeated measurements at the grid points over an extended interval of time. Thus, the 
filter was mapped by taking measurements at the grid points, and those measurements 
constituted one set (or one cycle) of data. The process of mapping the filter was repeated 
to obtain five sets of data (or five cycles). The duration of the entire test varied for each 
test depending upon the grid employed for taking the measurements. Results of the first 
set of data (or first cycle) for these three tests have been presented and discussed before. 
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Figures 151 to 15 5 are three-dimensional plots of particle number density 
distributions for the five sets of data for test F. Figures 156 to 160 are the corresponding 
two-dimensional plots. It is important to note that measurements were taken only for the 
front half of the filter. 'Time' for a particular set indicates the relative time to the 
beginning of the measurements for that set with respect to a reference time of zero. Thus, 
the difference in the 'time' of a particular set and the 'time' of the set immediately following 
that set gives the actual time spent to take measurements for that particular set. The entire 
test lasted for about 180 minutes. It is observed from these figures that the number 
density gradually decreases with time for the entire filter. Also, the number density profile 
becomes more even and flat with the passage of time. This may be attributed to the 
supposition that when the filter is new, it repels the water particles, and when it gets older 
(and wetter), it starts attracting (or at least it decreases its repulsion for) the water 
particles. Therefore, at a plane close to the filter face, less and less particles are there 
which have been bounced off of the filter face, with. the passage of time~ and hence the 
number density steadily drops. 
Figures 161 to 165 are three-dimensional plots of velocity profiles for the five sets 
of data for test F. Figures 166 to 170 are the corresponding two-dimensional plots. The 
velocity profiles does not show any significant variation with the passage of time. This, 
therefore, suggests that measurements pertaining to number density are indispensable~ as 
velocity profiles alone does not reveal much (and accurate) information about number 
density distribution, especially if the filter is not new. 
Figures 171 to 175 are three-dimensional plots of particle number density 
distributions for the five sets of data for test H. Figures 176 to 180 are the corresponding 
two-dimensional plots. For this test also, measurements were taken only for the front half 
of the filter. The entire test lasted for about 325 minutes. No significant trend or pattern 
is observed. However, an unusual peak is observed at the corner of the filter as observed 
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Figure 151. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test F, at 
a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 152. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test F, at 
a Plane 0. 625 ln. Above the Filter 





Figure 153. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test F, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face (Time=60 min.) 
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Figure 154. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test F, at 
a Plane 0.625 ln. Above the Filter 





















Figure 155. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test F, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 156. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test F, at Different Grid 
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Figure 157. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test F, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above 
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Figure 158. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test F, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0.625 ln. Above 
the Filter Face (Time=60 min.) 
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Figure 159. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test F, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0.625 In. Above 




























Figure 160. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test F, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 ln. Above 









Figure 161. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test F, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face (Time=O min.) 
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Figure 162. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test F, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face (Time=30 min.) 
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Figure 163. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test F, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 









Figure 164. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test F, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 











Figure 165. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test F, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 166. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test F, at Different Grid Sections 
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Figure 167. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test F, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0.625 In. Above the 
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Figure 168. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test F, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the 
Filter Face (Time=60·min.) 
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Figure 169. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test F, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 ln. Above the 
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Figure 170. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test F, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 ln. Above the 




































Figure 171. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test H, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 





Figure 172. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test H, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 










Figure 173. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test H, at 
a Plane 0. 625 ln. Above the Filter 
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Figure 174. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test H, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 175. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test H, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 176. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test H, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0.625 In. Above 
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Figure 177. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test H, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0.625 In. Above 
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Figure 178. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test H, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0.625 In. Above 
the Filter Face (Time=90 min.) 
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Figure 179. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test H, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above 
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Figure 180. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test H, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above 















Figure 181. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test H, at a Plane 









Face (Time=O min.) 
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Figure 182. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test H, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face (Time=45 min.) 
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Figure 183. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test H, at a Plane 
0. 625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 184. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test H, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 









Figure 185. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test H, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 
Face (Time=280 min.) 
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sets of data for test H. Figures 186 to 190 are the corresponding two-dimensional plots. 
As before, the velocity profiles does not show any significant variation with the passage of 
time. 
Figures 191 to 195 are three-dimensional plots of particle number density 
distributions for the five sets of data for test L. Figures 196 to 200 are the corresponding 
two-dimensional plots. For this test, measurements were taken only for a quarter of the 
filter. The entire test lasted for about 350 minutes. No specific trend or pattern is 
observed. Figures 201 to 205 are three-dimensional plots of velocity profiles for the five 
sets of data for test L. Figures 206 to 21 0 are the corresponding two-dimensional plots. 
As for tests F and H, the velocity profiles for test L also do not show any significant 
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Figure 186. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test H, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0.625 In. Above the 
Filter Face (Time=O min.) 
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Figure 187. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test H, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0.625 In. Above the 
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Figure 188. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test H, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0.625 In. Above the 
Filter Face (Time=9o·min.) 
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Figure 189. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test H, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the 
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Figure 190. Two-Dimensional Plot ofVelocity Profiles 
for Test H, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the 
Filter Face (Time=280 min.) 
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Figure 191. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test L, at 
a Plane 0. 625 ln. Above the Filter 








Figure 192. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test L, at 
a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the Filter 
Face (Time=50 min.) 
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Figure 193. Three-Dimensional Plot of Number 
Density Distribution for Test L, at 
a Plane 0.625 In. Above the Filter 




Figure 194. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test L, at 
a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the Filter 


























Figure 195. Three-Dimensional Plot ofNumber 
Density Distribution for Test L, at 
a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the Filter 
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Figure 196. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test L, at Different Grid 
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Figure 197. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test L, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above 
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Figure 198. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test L, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above 
the Filter Face (Time=lOO min.) 
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Figure 199. Two-Dimensional Plot ofNumber Density 
Distribution for Test L, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above 
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Figure 200. Two-Dimensional Plot of Number Density 
Distribution for Test L, at Different Grid 
Sections for a Plane 0.625 In. Above 











Figure 201. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test L, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 








Figure 202. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test L, at a Plane 
0.625 In. Above the Filter 









Figure 203. Three-Dimensional Plot ofVelocity 
Profile for Test L, at a Plane 
0. 625 ln. Above the Filter 




Figure 204. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test L, at a Plane 
0. 625 In. Above the Filter 




















Figure 205. Three-Dimensional Plot of Velocity 
Profile for Test L, at a Plane 
0. 625 ln. Above the Filter 
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Figure 206. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test L, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0.625 In. Above the 
Filter Face (Time=O min.) 
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Figure 207. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test L, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the 
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Figure 208. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test L, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the 
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Figure 209. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test L, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0.625 In. Above the 
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Figure 210. Two-Dimensional Plot of Velocity Profiles 
for Test L, at Different Grid Sections 
for a Plane 0. 625 In. Above the 
Filter Face (Time=300 min.) 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It can be concluded that, in general, particle number density distribution seems to 
be similar to the velocity profile over the AF-3192 filter with a high number density 
around the center of the filter. The number density decreases toward the edges of the 
filter. The peak of the number density distribution is seldom at the exact geometrical 
center of the filter. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, there were various uncertainties involved with the 
seeding of the flow. Water particles were generated by the humidifier at an unsteady rate. 
Also, there was no 'positive' connection between the humidifier outlet and the inlet 
(stabilizing) pipe of the housing. As a result, water particles were pulled into the housing 
in a nonuniform and random manner. Therefore, the differences in number density 
distributions (and number densities at a particular location) from filter to filter may have 
been due to the seeding problem (as discussed in Chapter IV, provided all other 
experimental conditions and parameters were the same). The same types of differences 
were also observed for velocities and velocity profiles, though velocity measurements 
were independent of the number of seeding particles (as long as seeding particle numbers 
did not go to very low values). Therefore, it can be concluded that the velocity profile 
may depend upon the specific filter under test. 
It is recommended that a better method of providing seeding be used which is 
more steady and uniform. As an example, a 'six jet atomizer' (which is available in the lab; 
and can generate seeding particles from a wide variety of sources, such as water, 
polystyrene latex solution, oleic acid, etc. in the size range of 0.1 to 10 microns in 
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diameter) can be used to generate seeding water particles. In addition to uniformity and 
steadiness with regard to seeding, it also has a better control over the seeding particle 
concentration and over the total seeding particle output. Also a 'positive' connection 
should be established between the seeding source and the housing inlet pipe so as to 
ensure more complete (i.e., that all of the particles generated be pulled into the housing), 
uniform and constant seeding in_ the flow. Since air is pulled from the open end of the inlet 
pipe, it can not be directly connected to the seeding source or else the resistance against 
which the blower is working will increase until there is a leakage at some point in the 
system. Therefore, seeding should be 'injected' at some point in the inlet pipe and its 
length may need to be increased accordingly. 
Number density distribution seems to maintain its shape as the flow progresses 
toward the filter face. Also the number densities show a steady increase as the flow 
approaches close to the filter. This, as discussed in Chapter IV, may have been due to the 
presence of water particles bouncing off of the filter face and staying close to the filter. 
However, as discussed in Chapter IV, a greater number of seeding particles getting into 
the· housing due to the stabilizing pipe getting closer to the humidifier outlet as the test 
housing is raised, may have also been responsible for this. It is recommended that more 
tests be conducted keeping the relative positions of the humidifier outlet (or atomizer) and 
the housing inlet pipe the same. These tests should help determine the reason( s) behind 
the steady increase observed in the number densities as the flow approaches close to the 
filter. It is recommended that the humidifier (or atomizer) be mounted on a small platform 
which is clamped to the housing (inlet pipe) to ensure that the relative positions of the 
humidifier (or atomizer) outlet and the housing inlet pipe remain the same, even though 
the housing is raised or lowered. As recommended before, if the seeding is injected at 
some point in the inlet pipe, then this problem of varying relative positions of the 
humidifier and the inlet pipe is automatically eliminated. 
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The plane furthest from the filter face at which measurements were taken was 
6.625 in. above the filter face. It is recommended that measurements be taken at other 
planes closer to the inlet (and further away from the filter face) to understand better the 
behavior of number density distribution and velocity profile as the flow progresses toward 
the filter face. Thus, by closely following the flow and its development (or change) with 
regard to the number density distribution and the velocity profile, from the point of its 
entrance into the housing to a plane close to the filter face, more confidence can be placed 
in a particular observed trend (as for example, number density seems to increase as the 
flow approaches close to the filter; or, at a particular location, an unusually high/low 
number density is observed due to some pleat disorder). Such measurements can also help 
determine the height above the filter face up to which the filter affects the number density 
distribution and the velocity profile. 
It can be concluded that the velocity profile over the filter does not change much 
with the passage of time, while the number density distribution of water droplets may 
decrease uniformly and steadily, or may not change significantly with the passage of time. 
Since time history measurements are more involved and time consuming, only three of 
such tests were performed. More tests should be conducted so as to observe any 
repetitive trend and to investigate the complex and not yet adequately understood time 
history effects. As will be discussed later in this chapter, particles other than water should 
be used to study time history effects. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the swept volume counting technique has a limitation 
on the size of particles that can be successfully counted using the current laser Doppler 
velocimeter. This limitation is due to the requirement that the particles should be 
sufficiently smaller than the probe volume, so that they are well within the probe volume 
and consequently generate good signals (unlike the particles which are at the boundaries 
of the probe volume i.e., are only partially within the probe volume, and fail to generate 
good signals). Further research is required to know the exact largest allowable particle 
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size (and still obtain accurate measurements). This allowable particle size can be 
experimentally determined by using 'standard sized' particles like those of polystyrene latex 
in conjunction with (say) a six jet atomizer. Measurements with regard to the number 
density can be taken with a 'size-series' of these particles, keeping the (arbitrary) 
concentration the same. As measurements are taken with monodisperse (single sized) 
particles in the ascending order of their sizes, the LD V will give erroneous measurements 
at some size and the allowable particle size can thus be determined. It is worth stressing 
that erroneous measurements will result with most of the particles being larger than the 
allowable particle size. However, if such large sized particles are only a small percentage 
of all the particles in the flow (in reality, the flow will have a size-range of particles, as for 
example seeding by dust may have particles from 1 to 200 microns in diameter), the 
measurements may not be affected much. 
Due care should be taken so that the particles like those of polystyrene iatex are 
not 'free' in the room atmosphere at any stage of the experiment (from their generation to 
their disposal). This is extremely important because such particles if inhaled, are 
deleterious to health. Therefore, the concept of 'complete' seeding becomes very critical 
while using such particles. Also, proper method( s) should be employed to trap such 
particles~ if there are any left after the passage of the flow through the filter, before the 
flow is exhausted to the room atmosphere. A 'settling chamber' with extra filters 
exclusively meant to trap such particles may be incorporated in the current exhaust line. 
Since the swept volume method does not allow the simultaneous presence of more 
than one particle in the probe volume, it has a limitation with regard to the highest particle 
concentration which it can successfully measure. Using the assumption that there is not 
more than a single particle in the probe volume at a given instant, this highest particle 
concentration is reciprocal of the probe volume. Using the dimensions of the probe 
volume as given in Chapter III, this highest particle concentration which can be 
successfully measured is calculated to be 0.593xtol2 particlesJm3. All of the number 
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densities measured in this work were far less (of the order of 1 o9) than this highest 
allowable particle concentration. This highest allowable particle concentration can be 
experimentally evaluated by injecting higher concentrations (say, by using two humidifiers 
together) in the flow and subsequently taking measurements. It is worth mentioning that, 
this number is not a 'fixed' number because the probe volume itself does not have specific 
and well determined boundaries (and dimensions). This is because the probe volume is the 
region of crossing of all the four laser beams (as explained in Chapter III) which do not 
have well determined precise boundaries (the beam intensities follow the Gaussian 
distribution). Further, with regard to the strength of the signal generated by particles of 
different sizes (as for example, a small particle contained well within the probe volume 
may not generate a good signal as opposed to a large sized particle outside the probe 
volume), there is a variation in the probe volume size. 
Behavior of a filter may be different for different seeding particles. Also, solid 
particles may behave differently than the water particles in the flow with regard to their 
tendency to follow the flow and the manner in which they scatter light. The relationship 
(which is critical in the flow) between the actual and the aerodynamic size/shape may also 
be different for solid particles as opposed to water particles. Water particles may split into 
smaller particles. As discussed in Chapter IV, water particles do not seem to evaporate 
within the housing, but the use of solid particles totally eliminates this possibility. Also, 
the coalescing properties to produce larger sized particles should be different for water 
and solid particles. It is recommended to use particles other than those of water as 
seeding particles. This is especially important for time history measurements. The 
possibility of the filter getting dry (after it had already been wet) at some places with the 
passage of time is eliminated by using solid particles. 'Standard sized' particles like those 
of polystyrene latex may be used. That, as discussed above, may give relatively more 
realistic measurements (keeping dust particles in mind) as opposed to the water seeding 
particles. 
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As discussed in Chapter IV, the number of particle counts obtained by the system 
increased with an increase in the laser power till the saturation was obtained. That was 
because, at higher laser power, the system detected even the smaller particles. The 
saturation was an indication of all of the particles getting detected. By using 
'monodisperse standard sized' particles (and gradually increasing the laser power, starting 
from the minimum}, the saturation level, and hence the minimum allowable laser operating 
level (that should be used), can be determined for that specific size of the particles. Also, 
as discussed in Chapter IV, the number of particle counts obtained by the system 
decreased with an increase in the threshold setting for the system. That was because, at 
higher thresholds, only bursts due to large particles were analyzed. The use of 
'monodisperse standard sized' particles (and gradually decreasing the threshold, starting 
from the maximum) should help determine the maximum allowable threshold setting (that 
should be used) for that specific size of the particles. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, the velocity measurements were far more consistent 
than the number density measurements over a wide range of governing software 
parameters and variables. Further research is required to fully understand the effects of 
certain software parameter settings, such as the envelope filter setting and toggling of 
channel 1 or 2 off, on the number of counts obtained by the laser Doppler velocimeter. 
Also, further work should be done to confirm and firmly establish that the number of 
'attempts' made by the system is actually the number of particles which the system detects. 
Experiments using a uniform and steady concentration of (say) polystyrene latex particles 
in a slug flow (where number density profile is fairly flat throughout the cross-section of 
the flow) may help to understand this. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, laser power is an important parameter. It is 
recommended to ensure that, once adjusted, the laser beams do not change with regard to 
their individual intensities. Better alignment of the fiber couplers using better 
couplings/screws and the subsequent maintenance of that alignment should be helpful. 
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The laser and the fiber drive table should be supported on a more robust stand because the 
optical adjustments are susceptible even to the slightest vibration/movement of the 
supporting structure (which currently is a study table). 
Automotive filters, in reality, are actually exposed to dust and other solid particles 
as opposed to water particles. The present work, which involved measurements using 
water particles, is nevertheless extremely critical and important. As mentioned before, it is 
one of its kind where time and location dependent effects on particle number density for a 
filter were researched. The measurements involved in this work are believed to be fairly 
representative (at least while the filter is not wet), with regard to the velocity and number 
density profiles (shapes), of the case where dust is the seeding material. However, the 
absolute (exact) number densities for dust measured by the LDV system may vary 
considerably from the measurements involved in this work (even if the same concentration 
of dust is injected). This, as mentioned before, may be due to the difference in the way 
light is scattered by the dust particles. The geometry of dust particles (sharp edges and 
corners) is significantly different than that of water particles (fairly spherical), and hence 
the light scattered by dust particles may be highly unpredictable with regard to the 
scattered direction. This will definitely influence the signal, and consequently the counts. 
As discussed before, even though other differences may exist between dust (solid) and 
water particle seeding, the trends of the velocity and number density profiles are believed 
to be the same as long as solid particles of a similar size range (most of the particles from 
10 to 30 microns in diameter) and with the same injection densities (of the order of 101 0) 
as that of water particles are used. The comparison, as mentioned before, should be made 
while the filter is not wet. 
However, before actually taking measurements using dust, a two stage test using 
'standard sized' particles is strongly recommended. In the first stage, by using small sized 
particles (say, 1 micron in diameter) which are sure to follow the flow, measurements 
should be taken for the entire filter face with regard. to the number density and velocity 
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profiles (and the similarity between the two with regard to the shape should be checked). 
In the second stage, similar measurements but with larger sized particles should be taken, 
and whether the particles still follow the flow should be checked. If they do not follow the 
flow, their distribution over the filter should be checked. This test should help determine 
the size range of particles which follow the flow. Also, for larger sized particles which do 
not follow the flow, this test should determine the difference(s) and the similarities (if any) 
in the behaviors of the particles and the flow. This two staged test will definitely result in 
a more smooth and comfortable transition from water particles to dust, and will facilitate 
understanding and analysis of the results obtained using dust (which might be more 
complex due to reasons explained before). 
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1. A 4 Watt Argon ion laser: Coherent, Innova 70-A, PIS 92K-1758. 
2. Remote control for the laser: Coherent, 1-70, 92411171 
3. Fiber drive: Aerometrics, Inc., FBD 1240, 026 
4. Bragg cell: IntraAction, Inc., ME-40H, 3247 
5. Photomultiplier tubes: Aerometrics, Inc., RCM2200L, 029 
6. Doppler signal analyzer: Aerometrics, Inc., DSA3220, 044 
7. Oscilloscope: Hewlett Packard, 54501 A 
8. Computer and monitor: Gateway 2000, IDM compatible 80486 
9. Computer for traverse system: Ager, Portable computer, LCD-386 
10. Laser transceiver: Aerometrics, Inc., XR V 1212, 00 1 
11. Automated traverse system-
Stepper motors: (Refer to Appendix B) 
Chopper modular drives: (Refer to Appendix B) 
Power supply: (Refer to Appendix B) 
Data acquisition board: (Refer to Appendix B) 
Daughter (or screw terminal) board: (Refer to Appendix B) 
12. Plexiglas test housing: Full sized model of the SAE Panel Filter Universal 
Test Housing [SAE, 1987] 
13. Test filter: Purolator, Inc., AF 3192 
14. Ultrasonic humidifier: Pollenex, SH5 5R 
15. Blower motor: Dayton Electric Mfg. Co., 5K242G 
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16. TSI mass flow sensor: TSI, 2018, 30644 
APPENDIXB 
TRAVERSE AUTOMATION 
As mentioned in Chapter III, initially the traverse table on which the transceiver is 
mounted was manually controlled. As shown in Fig. 211, the traverse table consists of 
two rectangular frames one mounted on the other. The top frame has an aluminum table 
top with holes drilled in it. The transceiver is securely mounted on the table top using 
screw fasteners through the holes in the table top. Each frame is attached to a driving lead 
screw. These two driving lead screws are perpendicular to each other and are responsible 
for moving their respective frames. Thus, by moving each frame along one independent 
axis, the transceiver can be moved either parallel to or perpendicular to the length of the 
filter as shown in Fig. 212. Initially, the lead screws were operated using small handles 
attached to their ends. The counter on each lead screw allowed one to keep track of the 
exact position of the transceiver and hence the position of the probe volume. The manual 
control of the traverse had one drawback. It considerably impaired the speed and hence 
the efficiency of data collection. Especially when the filter was to be mapped with a fine 
grid, it would take a very long time to manually set the traverse at each specific location. 
In a number of instances, for example, the laser Doppler velocimeter system would take 
I 0 or 15 seconds to collect data, and manually changing the coordinates of the traverse to 
the next location would take as long as 2 to 3 minutes. As described in Chapter IV, filter 
performance depends upon time; and for mapping number density for very wet filters, it is 
essential to take measurements speedily, during a short interval of time, to avoid biasing 
the data due to time dependence of filter performance. Also there was a high probability 
of human error involved in manipulating the traverse, as the job was monotonous and 
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strenuous. To overcome the above mentioned difficulties, I was assigned to automate the 
traverse. The automated traverse enabled the user to change traverse coordinates in about 
30 to 60 seconds, as opposed to the tnanually controlled traverse which used to take about 
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Figure 212. Top View ofTraverse Table 
Stepper motors were used to provide the required torque to turn lead screws and 
hence to move the frames. A stepper motor is a special kind of motor. Unlike other 
motors which provide continuous torque and hence the rotation, a stepper motor provides 
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torque in discrete steps or pulses. The least single discrete step or angular rotation which 
a motor can provide is known as least angular count of the motor. AJso each motor, 
typically, is capable of providing a maximum of static and dynamic torque, and it should 
not be used for applications beyond its torque handling limits. 
A piece of thread was wound on the lead screw's handle, and weights were hung 
on the end of the thread in steps. Thus, a rough estimate of the static torque required to 
operate the lead screws was made. Then, using a factor of safety of around 3, it was 
decided that a motor capable of providing around 100 oz.-in. of static torque would setve 
the purpose efficiently. For mapping the filter precisely, a very fine grid of the order of 
0.005 in. was desired. The pitch of the lead screw was measured to be 0.1 in. A stepper 
motor with 1.8 degrees per step (with an accuracy of± 5%) specification was selected that 
would provide, at least theoretically, a precision of 0.00025 in. using the half step mode as 
calculated below: 
motor specification = 1. 8 degrees/step 
1 rotation 360 degrees= 360/1.8 200 steps 
1 rotation 400 half steps 
lead screw pitch = 0.1 in. per rotation 
precision obtained (theoretically)= 0.1/400 in. = 0.00025 in. per half step 
Half step operation reduces settling time and overshoot on the final step. It also 
reduces shock and acoustic noise on the system connected to the motor shaft. Hence, the 
operation is smoother. Thus, considering the torque and the accuracy requirements, two 









110 oz.- in. 
Pull out Torque: 
Body Dimensions: 
75 oz.- in. 
3.25 in. diameter, 2.5 in. length with 3.25 square 
flange mount with 4 holes on 2. 7 4 in. centers. 
Dual shaft. 0.375 in. diameter, 0.75 in. long at 
front and 0.687 long at rear. 
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The motor winding was two phase type ~d capable of bipolar operation, 
characterized by the need for current to flow in both directions in each coil of the motor. 
Bipolar motors require a dual polarity ( + and -) power supply as opposed to unipolar 
motors. Bipolar motors produce more torque at low speeds as compared to unipolar 
motors. This particular feature makes these motors ideal for the applications as stated 








Figure 213. Eight Lead Bifilar Motor 
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The motors were mounted on the traverse using aluminum plates and blocks as 
shown in Fig. 214. That involved rigorous and careful design of the mounting parts with 
the constraint that minimum modification was to be done to the already existing traverse. 
Also the motor dimensions and its weight were to be carefully considered. The original 
handles over the lead screws were replaced by ingeniously designed 'adapters'. These are 
shown in Fig. 215. The adapter allows the lead screw to be connected to the stepper 
motor via itself, a hollow aluminum shaft, and 'Lovejoy couplings' as shown in Fig. 214. 
Hollow aluminum shafts were used to keep the stepper motors clear from the movement 
of the table tops. All of the components needed for mounting the motors were 
manufactured in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering North Laboratory workshop. 
Figure 216 shows a block diagram of the traverse automation. A stepper motor 
requires a stepper motor drive in order to be driven, which in tum is controlled by a 
computer through a data acquisition card. A compatible power supply source is also 
needed for the stepper motor driver. Motor current increases when the motor is running 
at low speeds or when it is stopped, and this should be limited to its rated value. This can 
be accomplished by using the drives which vary the supply voltage with motor speed or by 
using chopper drives. The chopper drives apply a high voltage at the beginning of each 
step but prevent the current from exceeding its rated value by sensing and chopping it at a 
predetermined frequency. Two chopper modular drives (CMDs) were used to drive the 
two stepper motors independently of each other. These drives were selected after careful 
analysis of their compatibility with the already selected stepper motors. The following are 
the specifications of the chopper modular drives selected: 




2 phase, bipolar, constant current 
Greater than 20 kHz. 
Half I Full 
Lovejoy Couplings 
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Output rating for Bifilar motors: 
Lead Screw Adapter 
Set Screw 
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15-40 V de unregulated with a 1 0% 
ripple 
5 Vdc@ 100 rna. max. 
0.3 to 2. 8 amperes/phase 
Lovejoy Coupling 
Set Screw 
Figure 215. Adapter Connected to Lead Screw and Lovejoy Coupling 
A 24 V de and 6 A power supply source from Acme Electronics was used for both 
CMD-40s. The basic installation steps for a CMD-40 included setting the current level, 
connecting the motor leads, and hooking up the required DC power needed for CMD-40 
operation. As shown in Fig. 216, a CMD-40 is controlled by a computer through a data 
acquisition board. Therefore, logical control lines from the data acquisition board to the 
CMD-40 were also connected. 
A CMD-40 contains two stages, the logical and the power switching stage, each 
having a specific function to operate the stepper motor efficiently. The logic section of the 
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drive acts to direct current in and out of the motor phases in a proper sequence in order to 
cause the desired rotation. The power switching stage controls the rate and amount of 
current flow into the motor windings as directed by the logic. In general, the faster the 
current is sent through a winding during each step, the greater the torque and the speed 
that is obtained. A CMD-40 uses a sophisticated bipolar chopping method of current 
control which yields the highest possible speed and torque. This technique involves 
overdriving the winding with high voltages (up to 40 Vdc) to decrease the current rise 
times, and then controlling the current level by a high frequency (20 kHz.) current 
chopping. 
Computer with Data 
Acquisition Card 
Power Supply 
Chopper Modular Drive 
Stepper Motor 
Figure 216. Block Diagram of Traverse Automation 
Drives 
Traverse 
Figure 217 shows the face of a CMD-40. There are two terminal strips over the 
face, Terminal Strip 1 (TS 1) and Terminal Strip 2 (TS2). Power and motor terminal 
connections are made at TS2. Positive DC supply voltage, from the power supply was 
connected to terminal # 1 of TS2. The corresponding negative or ground of the power 
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supply was connected to TS 1 terminal # 10. The DC power so obtained was used by 
both the logic section of the drive and the motor windings. Leads from the motor were 
connected to terminal #'s 2, 3, 4 and 5 of TS2 as shown in Fig. 218. Connecting the 8 
lead motor in parallel optimizes the torque and speed of the motor due to 1 00% usage of 
the motor windings. This configuration results in best high speed performance with some 
loss of low speed performance. However, it may also cause some extra motor heating due 





Motor Phase B 
Motor Phase A 
+Supply Voltage In 
















Figure 218. Eight Lead Motor Connected 
in Parallel 
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The logic inputs required by a CMD-40 were made at TS 1 as shown in Fig. 219. 
All logical inputs have 2 possible input states, 'High' (open terminal) or 'Low'. Each of the 
logic inputs is clamped 'High' internally with a pull up resistor and requires a separate 5 
V de supply and open collector outputs to pull it 'Low'. The 5 V de supply should be rated 
for at least 1 00 rnA, and each open collector output used should be capable of sinking at 
least 15 rnA. The optical isolation feature electrically isolates the motor and power stages 
of the drive in order to protect both circuits and eliminate electrical noise problems. The 
following logic inputs were given to the CMD-40 by a computer through a data 
acquisition board: 
1. Step Input (Terminal # 3 on TS 1 ): This instructs the motor to take a single 
step. The step is taken on the rising edge of each incoming pulse up to a rate 
of 50 kHz. The minimum input pulse width is 1 0 microseconds. 
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2. Direction (Terminal# 4 on TSI): This determines the direction of steps ofthe 
motor. A 'High' or open connection on this terminal would cause a clockwise 
(CW) rotation of the motor as viewed from the output shaft end. When taken 
'Low', the direction would be counterclockwise (CCW). 
Reset Input 
Step Mode Input 
Step Input 
Direction Inpu 
Current Control Input·· 
Power Cut Input 





Figure 219. Connections on Terminal Strip 1 
The 5 V de supply used by the optical isolation feature of logic inputs was 
connected to terminal # 7 on TS I. This 5 V de supply was also obtained from the same 
power supply source using an external voltage regulator with it. An external resistor of 
3 3 kOhms was used between terminals # 8 and 9 of TS I in order to set the current 
operating level for the motor. As mentioned before, the negative or ground of the power 
supply was connected to terminal# IO ofTSl. 
Terminal #'s I, 2, 5 and 6 on TS I can be used for providing other logic inputs to 
the CMD-40. Terminal# 1 is for resetting the drive, terminal# 2 is for switching to 'full' 
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step mode instead of 'half step mode, terminal # 5 is for controlling the current decay 
mode in the motor windings, and terminal # 6 is for cutting off power to the motor. 
However, these terminals were neither needed nor used in the present work. 
As shown in Fig. 216, and mentioned before, the CMD-40s were controlled by a 
computer through a data acquisition board. A PCL-818, which is a data acquisition card 
capable of supporting programmable inputs, was suitably installed. The card is very 
versatile and can support a number of complex operations. However, in this setup, it was 
primarily used to generate digital output signals as dictated by the software and as 
discussed later in this chapter. The digital signals acted as logic inputs for the CMD-40s 
as explained before. Sixteen consecutive base address locations were required for an UO 
base address. In conjunction to the PCL-818, a daughter board called the PCLD-780 was 
also used. The daughter board used was basically a screw terminal board for easy digital 
output connections. The following are the specifications of PCL-818 (pertaining to digital 
output): 
Channel: 16 bits. 
Level: TTL compatible 
Output Voltage: Low-Sink 8 rnA at 0.5 V maximum. 
High-Source -0.4 rnA at 2.4 V minimum. 
Through the various switches on the card, selections were made with regard to 
base address, channel configuration and input range control mode. The card is equipped 
with five 20-pin insulation displacement (mass termination) connectors. Connector 3, as 
shown in Fig. 220, was used for the desired digital output. The card has 16 digital input 
channels and 16 digital output channels. These UO channels use the input and output 
ports at address BASE + 3 and BASE + 11. 
The PCL-818 was adequately supported by the principal operating software. 
Various driver routines written in assembly language and compiled into a machine 
language program called '818BAS.BIN' were provided with the card. The driver routines, 
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designed to work with BASIC language programming, could be accessed through the 
CALL statement of the interpreted or compiled BASIC language. A computer program in 
BASIC was developed to specifically provide complete computer control for the LDV 
traverse. This is discussed, and a copy of the computer program is given in Appendix C. 
D/0 0 2 D/0 1 
D/0 2 3 4 D/0 3 Direction Input-
Step Input- D/0 4 5 6 D/0 5 Motor 1 
Motor 1 D/0 6 7 8 D/0 7 Motor 2 
Motor 2 D/0 8 9 10 D/0 9 
D/0 10 1 I 12 D/0 11 
D/0 12 13 14 D/0 13 
Ground- D/0 14 15 16 D/0 15 
Motor 1&2 - D.GND 17 18 D.GND 
+SV 19 20 + 12 v 
Figure 220. Connector 3 Used for Digital Output 
Thus, in the above described manner, the traverse automation was successfully 
accomplished. This, as mentioned before, enabled movement of the probe volume 
conveniently, precisely and speedily to any desired location. 
The present automated traverse can be further improved with regard to its 
reliability and efficiency by incorporating a 'feedback mechanism' in it. As for example, an 
'encoder' can be installed which counts the steps taken by the lead screw and delivers this 
infonnation to the user through the PCL-818 and the computer. The current computer 
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program should also be modified for this. The user can then compare the steps actually 
taken by the lead screw to the steps required to obtain the desired displacement. 
Currently, this confirmation with regard to the displacement is done by visually checking 
the reading on the counter. Thus, by 'close-looping' the traverse system, any error due to 
motor slippage or due to slippage at other connections can be detected. The program can 
also be modified to compare the 'actual' and the 'required' steps, and then to reinstruct the 
PCL-818 so that the desired displacement is achieved. Thus, the program and the lead 
screw can interact with each other till the required displacement is achieved. 
As explained in Appendix C, though the present program warns the user if the 
requested displacement is not possible, it is still vulnerable to 'input errors' by the user. 
Therefore, it is recommended to add limit switches to the current traverse. That would 
ensure that the motors do not work beyond the allowable range of traverse movement. 
APPENDIXC 
LISTING AND EXPLANATION OF SOURCE 
CODE FOR TRAVERSE 
As mentioned in Appendix B, a computer program in BASIC was developed to 
specifically provide complete computer control for the LDV traverse used for the present 
work. Out of the 27 driver functions available with the principal operating software of 
PCL-818, the following 2 functions were used in the program for our application: 
1. Function 0: This initializes the PCL-818 routines by specifying the base address 
and other parameters. 
2. Function 13: Writes data to digital output channels DOO through D03. 
The following is the format of the CALL statement used in the program: 
CALL PCL818(FUNC%, DAT%(0), ER%) 
In this statement, PCL818 is a variable specifYing the memory offset of the starting 
address of the PCL818 driver routine from the most recently defined current segment 
[Advantech Co., 1990]. FUNCo/o is a variable indicating the driver function to be 
executed, DAT%(0) is a variable specifying the starting location of the entire data array 
and ER% is a variable containing the return message code. 
The program is highly user friendly. Though specially tailored for the current LDV 
traverse, it is generic enough to handle any two-dimensional traverse mechanism with a 
couple of simple and obvious changes as discussed later. 
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In the first part of the program (lines 110 to 190), the PCL818 machine language 
driver is loaded immediately after the normal BASIC work space area. Then, using 
function 0, initialization of the PCL-818 is done (lines 210 to 300). 
Next, active interaction with the user follows (lines 320 to 520 and 860 to 1 030). 
The user is asked to input information regarding the particular axis along which 
displacement is desired, absolute position, any reference position, the direction and 
magnitude of the desired displacement, etc. The program checks as to whether the 
requested displacement is possible or not, considering the current position of the traverse 
and the maximum movement available by the mechanism (lines 420 to 490 and 930 to 
1 000). If the requested displacement is not possible, it warns the user and asks for a 
different displacement value. If this program is to be used with a different traverse, then 
the built in maximum movement available limits have to be changed depending upon the 
specific traverse mechanism (lines 420 to 430 and 930 to 940). 
Then using function 13 repeatedly and alternately, on two channels with a time 
delay in between, a digital output pulse is generated (lines 540 to 740 and 1050 to 1250). 
The number of repetitions depends upon the displacement desired. This pulse then drives 
the C:MD-40 which in tum steps the motor, and the desired displacement is obtained. 
The program updates the current position with each displacement and also 
calculates the relative position with respect to the initial reference position and gives this 
information as feedback to the user (lines 760 to 840 and 1270 to 1360). The user can 
actually compare and confirm the current position indicated by the program with that 
displayed on the counter. This variation is of the order of ±0. 001 of an in. per 10 in. of 
displacement. This difference may be because the motion is not transferred very smoothly 
from motor to the lead screw. The inherent motor precision limitation may also be a 
contributing factor to the observed variation. 
The following is a list of the variables and constants used in the program: 






















absolute position on y-axis as shown on counter (in.) 
required displacement on x-axis (in.) 
required displacement on y-axis (in.) 
axis along which displacement is desired 
variable to provide the necessary 'delay' for pulse generation 
variable for selecting direction for the required movement 
maximum movement available for negative x-axis (in.) 
maximum movement available for positive y-axis (in.) 
lower limit ofx-axis traverse (currently, 5.0 in.) 
lower limit ofy-axis traverse (currently, 2.6 in.) 
counter for motor steps accom~lished 
arbitrary reference position on x-axis (in.) 
arbitrary reference position on y-axis (in.) 
relative position on x-axis (in.) 
relative position on y-axis (in.) 
maximum movement available for positive x-axis (in.) 
maximum movement available for negative y-axis (in.) 
upper limit ofx-axis traverse (currently, 20.0 in.) 
upper limit ofy-axis traverse (currently, 25.6 in.) 
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number of motor steps required for the desired displacement along 
x-axts 
number of motor steps required for the desired displacement along 
y-axis 
10 ·-~-~tttAt*ttlt~lttt*******ttttttttttttttttttt*ttttttttttt~ttttttttttt~ 
20 'Program : HOUAL.BAS 
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'Th.:. foll.>~o;~n.; pt.JgrarH p:·.-;,,,i~:lt~:; .:.·.>:n;:::>let:.r:- cr>t~p~,.:•.F::· I':Ontt·ol fo,· th( 
'LOV-tt·av~rsl!". Th12 p•·og1 ~rr controls digita! dete; o;;t;::>ut to PCL-t~it 
'-:!.:.ta occ:;ui!>itiur. card, which in turn contrcls th-:- 3t'!>P rnotorr ·.h1 :.u;·, 
'CM0-40s:. prx-~11-:: dr i';>:'. f~:n..:t.i .. H-:~ 0 and lJ ·H'!> \JS'!>d i:· th•" ":'•)\:11 a~ .. 
• j I t f' t I ·t I I .t A I I 1 I t I I 1 I I I t I I t l I 1 .I t 1- I • t l .t .t I I ~ I t ~ I I f t t l t I I t .1 ~ 1 I 1 I t 1 1 · A , 1 1 t 
'Scft,.,,Ht:· lva-.E 11.;_1 
SCREEN 0, 0, O: WIDTH 80: CLS : KEY OFF 
CLEAR , 49152! 
DEF SEG = 0 
SG = 256 * PEEK(&H511) + PEEK{&H~lO) 
~G = SG + 49152! I lb 
OEF SEG = SG 
BLOAD "f31~BA·: .. E!N~, -:; 
PCL818 = 0 'D~lVE~ SEGMENT OFFSET 
'***************************************~****************************** 
'Initialization of driver using function 0 
DIM OAT":( 4) 
PORT% = &H300 'SET l/0 PORT ADDRESS 
DAT%(0) PORT% 'GET I/0 PORT ADDRESS 
OAT%( 1 ) = 2 'SELECT INTERRUPT LEVEL 2 
DAT%(2) 3 'SELECT DMA 3 
ER~ = 0 'ERROR RETURN CODE 
FUN"c = 0 'FUNCTION 0 
CALL PCL818( FUN%, 'OAT%( 0), ER%) 
IF ER% <> 0 THEN PRINT "DRIVER INITIALIZATION FAILED!•: STOP 
'********************************************************************** 
'Interaction with the user 
ITNX=l 
lTNY=l 
PRINT"Select axis along which Displacement is required• 
PRINT:IHPUT"Enter 1 for X axis, 2 for Y axis:•, IAXIS 
IF IAXIS=2 GOTO 390 
IF IAXIS=l GOTO 900 
IF ITNY>l THEN GOTO 420 
PRINT:]NPUT"Enter ABSOLUTE POSITION on Y axis as on Counter(lnches):•,ABSY 
PRINT:INPUT"Enter Arbitrary REFERENCE POSITION on Y axis(in Inches):•,REFY 
LY=2.6 'LOWER LIMIT OF Y-AXIS TRAVERSE POSITION 
UY=25.6 'UPPER LIMIT OF Y- AXIS TRAVERSE POSITION 
UMAXY=ABSY-UY 'MAXIMUM MOVEMENT AVAILABLE FOR NEGATIVE Y-AXIS 
LMAXY=ABSY-LY 'MAXIMUM MOVEMENT AVAILABLE FOR POSITIVE Y-AXIS 
PRINT"Assuming that you are in front of tranceiver,use negative number for 
pulling the traverse towards you and positive number for pushing it awa~.· 
PRINT:INPUT"Enter req. Displacement on Y axis(in Inches):",DISY 
IF DISY>LMAXY GOTO 510 
IF DISY<UHAXY THEN GOTO 510 
GOTO 550 
PRINT"Requested Displacement is out of Range.Input again" 
GOTO 470 
'******************************t*************************************** 
'Traversing along Y-axis using function 13 
RELY=REFY+DISY 'CALCULATING RELATIVE POSITION 
IF DISY>O! THEN KDIR=2 'SELECTING DIRECTION FOR REO. MOVEMENT 
IF DISY<O! THEN KOIR=1 'SELECTING DIRECTION FOR REO. MOVEMENT 
B=ABS( DISY) 
STEPSY=4000~B 'NUMBER OF STEPS nr MOTOR REQUIRED 
H=C 
FUN"c:::13 
OAT\( 0 )= 1 




b70 JF J<=l GOTO 660 
/:.BC IF J~O lR= 1 THE!~ ~: -
t·'"~.::; :r :,r:!f.:=.:.: ;;-n-:r. c,r,r · ~ ":: 
'DELAYING ~="0~ P'JL c;E GENE RAT TOts 
·::_c~-!~::-. (HANrJC;_ FOr· THC r's:.:.. ~~PECil::'": 
·~·C .. c-~·;.,:, :h~llNEL FOr' THE REO. DlRECTl\.::: 
7GO !'1\~:_ r.~L~l.: ~r-·.:~:· .... :·t· :~}.t.:~·.: 
71() J:l 
7~C J=Jtl 
7 JO If .:: ~ = 1 :HEN :".:..': ~· :-: ·: 







'1 I I It tlltl.ilttiitt I ltlt~l.ll~ttlltltt 1 ' 'Itt 1 t •ltlrli.t.t t.aott111til.l Itt 
·~r~~iding feedba~~ to the use: 
IF KDIR=1 iHEN ABSY=ABSY+B 'CALCULATING CURRENT ABSOLUTE POSITION 
Ir KOIR=2 THEN ABSY=ABSY-B 'CALCULATING CURRENT ABSOLUTE POSITION 
PRINT ~current Absolute Position (Inches) is:·,ABSY 
PRINT ·check the Counter on Y axis, it should show this number.• 
PRINT ·current Relative Pstn. w.r.t. Initial ~e(. P~tn(Inche~):•,RELY 
REFY=RELY 'UPDATING REFERENCE POSITION 
8:C !TNY, !:TtJY .. l 
840 PRINT .""""MM~HMM"MMMMR~ 
850 '************************•·····················~························· 
860 'Interaction with the user 
870 PRINT:INPUT·oo you want to continue? Enter 1 if yes, 2 if no.:•,IN 
880 IF IN=1 THEN GOTO 350 
890 IF IN=2 THEN GOTO 1400 
900 IF ITNX>1 THEN GOTO 930 
910 PRINT:INPUT.Enter ABSOLUTE POSITION on X axis as on Counter( tnches):•,ABSX 
920 PRINT:INPUT.Enter Arbitrary REFERENCE POSITION on X axis(Inches):•,REFX 
930 LX=5! 'LOWER LIMIT FOR TRAVERSE MOVEMENT, X-AXIS 
940 UX~20! 'UPPER LIMIT FOR TRAVERSE MOVEMENT, X-AXIS 
950 UMAXX=UX-ABSX 'MAXIMUM MOVEMENT AVAILABLE, POSITIVE X-AXIS 
960 LMAXX~LX-ABSX 'MAXIMUM MOVEMENT AVAILABLE, NEGATIVE X-AXIS 
970 PRINT.Assuming that you are in front of tranceiver, use negative number for 
the movement in left and positive number for that in right direction 
respectively.• 
980 PRINT:INPUT"Enter req. Displacement on X axis (Inches):•,DISX 
990 IF DISX<LMAXX GOTO 1020 
1000 IF DISX>UMAXX THEN GOTO 1020 
1010 GOTO 1060 
1020 PRINT.Requested Displacement is out of RANGE. Input again• 
1030 GOTO 980 
1040 '************************************************************************ 
10SO 'Traversing along X-axis using function 13 
1060 RELX=REFX+DISX 'CALCULATING RELATIVE POSITION, X-AXIS 
1070 B:ABS(DISX) 
1080 IF DISX<O! THEN 




1130 DArt( 0 )=3 
KDIR=l 'SELECTING DIRECTION FOR REO. MOVEMENT 
KDIR=2 'SELECTING DIRECTION FOR REO. MOVEMENT 
'CALCULATING MOTOR STEPS REQUIRED 
1140 CALL PCL818 (FUN~,DAT,(O),ER%) 
1150 M=M+ 1 
1!60 ..1=1 
1170 J:::J+l 
!180 IF J<=1 GOTC 1170 'DELAYING FOR PULSE GENERATION 
'SELECTING CHANNEL FOR REO. DIRECTION 
'SELECTING CHANEL FOR REO. DIRECTION 
1190 IF KDIR=1 THEN DAT%(0)=14 
1200 IF KDJR=2 THEN DAT%{0)=11 
1210 CALL PCL918(FUN%,DAT%(0),ER%) 
122C ..1=1 
1230 J=J+l 
!~4C :F J<=l THEN ~OTO 1230 
::S~ :r H<=STEPSX GOTO 1:30 
'DELAYING FOR PULSE GENERATION 
•.• 
~:60 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!~7C 'Provid!ng feedback to the user 
~~RO TF KpTR=l THEN ABSX=ABSX-8 'CALC~L~TI~G CURRENT ABSOLUTE POSITION 
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; ::.>·-.,: :r t~O!i;-=2 ;"H~r-.; A9SX=ABSX+8 'Ct.:..Ct.!~ATI~; CUi=:i;ENT ABSJ~UTE ;: :: ;- :(.~. 
: 'lC~. ·r •• "· ~current Absolute Position is:· ,AB~.x 
!310 ~RIN7 "Chec~ the Counter on X axis, it should show this number.· 
1320 PRINT ·current R~lative Pstn. w.r.t. Initial Ref. Pstn. is:·,RELX 
1330 ITNXaJTNX-tl 
1340 REFXaRELX 'UPDATING REFERENCE POSITION 
1350 ITNX=ITNX+: 
13b0 ~RINT ·nHHM~Hnnn~MHH"" 
:370 ~RINT:INPUT"Do you want to Continue? Enter 1 if yes,2 if no.:",IN 
1380 IF IN=l THEN GOTO 350 





DSA CONFIGURATION AND VARIABLE 
SETUP PAGES 
This appendix presents the various variable setup pages pertaining to the optical 
parameters of the LDV system, and the DSA hardware configuration. As mentioned in 
Chapter IV, the following pages show the factory settings of the variables and parameters. 
These variables and parameters were never changed after the successful installation of the 
system. It is worth mentioning that, during the course of progress of this work, several 
revised and improved versions of the DSA software from Aerometrics, Inc. were used. 
The following pages are from the latest version, 4.16 D of the DSA software. These 
pages can be accessed by going to the 'config' subdirectory in the 'dsa4' directory and 
executing 'dsacfg'. Then, keystroke Fl produces a 'help' menu. Table 6 shows the 
keystrokes that should be selected from the 'help' menu to access the various pages. 
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TABLE6 
CONFIGURATION PAGES AND THE 
ACCESSING KEYSTROKES 
Page Keystroke 
Instrument Configuration Ctrl F6 
Configuration Menu # 1 AJt 1 
Configuration Menu # 2 AJt 2 
Factory Configuration # 1 AJt F 
Factory Configuration # 2 Alt F then AJt 2 
Factory Configuration # 3 Alt F then Alt 3 
Factory Configuration # 4 AJt F then AJt 4 
Factory Configuration # 5 Alt F then AJt 5 
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JH INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION HHHHHHHHHMHHH Date: 17 JUN 1993 MH Timeo: 10:16:37 H; 
1 MHHNH11MHMHHNNNMN11Nr-1Ht1MH C h 1 HOM C h2 MOMI·tm·tNHHHN; IHMMHHHHHHNHMHHHHHHHHHHHHMM; : 
A] Wavf'.'length ,.., 0.5145 30.4880 3 fm :II] Receiver Lens 500 mm:: 
£1] Bt:>am Diameter c:..oo 3 5.00 J mm:I) Rev Aperture 100 fm:: 
C) Collimating L•)n-::;1.,. 160 J J mrn:JJ ·~Coincidence • 15% •• 
0) 8ea1n St:-I'S : fr;,r k 1 '"JO.~iO 3 ro'0.::.:-0 3 rnm:K) Wait On Ext Enb Off • • 
2 90.30 3 90.30 J nM:L) R~al T(mA Slats On •• 
3 ''10 .10 J --:,0. iO 3 mrn :IIHHMHHHHHI'fHf-fH/'tHHHHHHHHHHHMH(: 
J J : r HH 0 i a me Un L i m i t s HHMHHHM; : 
E] Colli111oting I €'11~~:- ~00 3 J rnrn:H] Size ru~-tCir 35 •• 
F) Beam 5fO>PS : Tr.,ck 1 90.)0 3 '?0.10 3 mm:NJ 130\ l..taisl C'hk off •• 
~. '10 ·{o 3 '"JO. )0 .'f mm :O) Ni n r"hCIS(l' A-B 3 dE~g · · 
~ 90.JO J ~0.10 J mm:P] Max Phase A-8 350 deg •• 
3 3 :OJ Min Phase A-C 3 deg • • 
G) Mnl.•H f',y~ r i rt'r:! i •)11 J .7 :nJ f1ax Phase A-C 350 deg • • 
I /f-1111-111111 11 If 111111 U 1f 1f 11 1f lilt 11 1t 1111 1f 11 tl1f 111/lf 1t ll 11111111 flt/101 1/·tfl/11 111111111 f 1111ffl fl 11 11 1111111111111NHI1HHHHMHHHHHH ( : 
/111-1111111f11111111-1/11111111-11-1111 U11111HI111111 tl-11-11111/1111111111111f-1111 1; 
S) SoftvJ~re V<:>r-:::ion il. lf·l' ZC> Channel C>D? 
T] s0 fti•JI;'r~ Typ~ IJ~.t'\ [l 1) Select 1 3 
~.,-,}(>ct~d Trrevr>rc-:p lt(IH*" 2) SPlect 2 3 
·~···l(·•.l•:d 1·1 i~tl•:-1 )] ... A:>lP.ct 3 J 
: 111 tt1t1t-1f1t1111tltt, ttu 11111: 1/lllf 11 u tt1f11 ttll1111tttttt uti tt "1111" tt11t1 ()f '' •t>nont,nnono )' 
1 ff11trtltltf-1.'tf111f11111NI11111111'1f1/111/ tt 111111111N/1111-11111/111f111!1/111! If II tr1lfl-1t111111111f-tllfti'-11Utrtf111t11fHHI111HHHHHHHHHHMH ( 
t-1n-:: 
Figure 221. Instrument Configuration 
I/111 COtWit',IJnATTOII 11r:llll 111 Nl1f111ftftftNt1Nf111Hft/1 r1ill r•: 17 JUt~ \'1'J) 1'111 T inte: 10:15:03 H: 
I NNHt-1MHNf1HI1Hf111NI·tNf1t·1Ht11·1t11·1f-1f·tt11·1f1HNf1HNI 1: 
A) Std Bragg Cell XMT No 
H1111HNI-IHHNI1Ht INf1ttNI·1NNNHI1HNflf INNHNH/11'1Nt I < 
I HtiH11NHf1HHHHNHI tt1NMNNH ! h 1 ttHH r h."~ Nftll C h J 11; 
: Conf igurat ioY1 
8) Cha nne 1 '(('s Y•:-s No 
Sizing 
C) Chann"'l 10 No 
D] Chann~l lC No 
E) f\twoHux No 
F) ~.hift f·1(·thod Rrngg Or;•gg nu1gg 
G) Shirt Motol No No NL' 
G E neb 1 E.'S C>l>OOOC>C>[lO[)[)[>C>OOC>OC>C>(){)(l[)[)Df)()()(}(){}()[)f. 
H) Channl'>l Yr.><::. Y•:os t~o 
1) Ar.>roHu>< No It1HNHt1Mt1NHHHHHHHH; 
J] Sid f t t1ot 01· No tl('l tlo : f\ It. -2 : Page 2 : 
1111Nt·INN111111NMI It' lffl'~/·1111-lfH 111Nftf-t.'11 fl·tf1f1Nitt11H·tt:t1: 1111 WI! 11111 < I l!tf-1! tNt 11 11111HI1Ht1t1:~: II I ( 
I fl111111111f111111111111111111111111111111111/11111111111t111111 11111111111111 111/1f'l 1111111/fl f/11 1111111111111111111111 11111111111f1/111111111H/fi1HMH ( 
Use or PrE·ss Ch<nart""r to c,po)..,.rt Hrts 
Figure 222. Configuration Menu # 1 
IHH CONFIGURATTON MENU tl2 f'1HNH11NHHI1/fl1t1HHH Dilte: 17 JUN 1q93 HH Time: 10:15:32 H: 
I HHI1t-1HHHHNHHHtiHHI11111HHHHI1f-1NHI1111'1Ht1111111: 
A) Tr1.1verse DE>f FilE' NouE> 
8] F.dit D"'finition 
111111HI111HMHI11111f1NI11 /Ill tt1f1f111f1f111ffflflftffi1111HH-1 < 
I H Ex I ~=> r IVll I npu t ~ 11NNMI1HHHMH/'fHHHHtt: 
Channel :.v .. oo C11l 
C) One No 
D) T\..10 No 
E) Three No 
HHf'tHHI1HttHI·IHNHNN/'1MI111NHI1HNNHf If 1f1Nf111NNt1 < 
!11 Rev C Hil r d1-1r.t n? HI1HHHHI111f111111111f111f111; 
r) s~mpler 512 Ye~ 
G) Sampler PAL YP.S 
H) Laser Diode 1-lo 
I) RE.>v (' l~oll-(r)ill. llt.> 
!11 Harc:ho~a1·e Rev Level HHHHHHH; 
J) OSf\ C 
K) Connir:- C 
L] lli1 am C 
r1J O!'Scilt· c 
GflOC>C>OflOOC>OflO C..h1 Ch2 Ch3 06 
N) Sam c C c 
0] "''"e C C c 
P) Ext I np C 
0) Usr FT80 No No No 
HMHHf-tHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH ( 
I NHt1HHI1HHHHHHHHHH; 
: Alt-1 : Page 1 : 
I fl1tf11111111HHHI111HHHHH ( 
: litH 1111/f 1111 111111-lf 111: If I IIi tf 1/11 II Ill/ tr If:: li tl 1/ II tf It':; If I i 
Hl1f1HHI111111111HHM11HHHHNHI1HI1111111Ht1111111HHHNI fl·tH!1f1Nt1NNI fl 11'11 ft ttrf1ftf 1/'t/fl ffrt1MttHHNHNHHI1Hf1Hf1NHHHHHH ( 
t-111!:: 
Figure 223. Configuration Menu # 2 
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If1 FACTnRY CONriGIJRATION Ill 11Mf1Mf1fflff1MHHtfl1 O~tf:'!': 17 JUN 1993 HH Time: 10:17:19 H; 
111M TRANSMITTEr< NHNft Chl 1101-1 r 11::? HNQNMHI·1NHt1f'1HNH; 111ft RfCEIV[R MHHNHHHNHHHHHH; 
A) Focusing Lens 120 .1 _1 rorn :I<] Coll. Lens 500 mm: 
B] Wavelength 0.5145 J 0 .'\880 3 frn : l J rocus L<"ns 238 n.m: 
C) Beam Diurn0te1 ':-.00 3 s.oo 3 111111 :11] 1'\pertule 100 fm: 
D] Line Pairs 29'35 J 29)S J :H] OetSep n-B 26.00 mrn: 
6264 3 62611 3 :I)] DetSep A-C &8.00 mm: 
l "?12':"·4 J 1 ?1:>'>1 3 :I INHHHHNHHNHHHHHf-1HHHHHHHHHHH ( 
E] C1Jl Lens 1 160 3 J mm : JNHMNMHHM ENMJLESHHHHHHHHHH; 
F) Oento Seps T 1 90.'30 J 90.30 3 Olin :r) rvc nna})'t icnl 
12 90.'30 J 90.JO J InfO :OJ Nurn Den<:>lty Transit. 
T3 ~,o. 30 3 90.30 J mm :R] "' Coincide 15 J J :c;] w~it On Enb Off 
G) Col Lens 2 300 J J mm : l111111NI 1HNHNHNHHI1HI1HMMHHH11HHH; 
H] Oearn Seps T1 90.30 J '10.'30 3 11110 :T] Eps rixed 4.8 bins 
T2 90.30 3 90.30 3 mm :u] Eps ~ 5 ~ 
T3 90.:..10 J 90.30 J InfO :VJ Softb ins 1 .0 bins 
J 3 : 11f1HHHHMHHMHHNHH7DD Peg eo DC>?< 
I) Threshold 13.0 J 15.0 J mV ALT-2 Pg 2 3 
3 J ALT-3 Pg 3 J 
J] £11 d')9 rrt:'q 1\0 J 1\0 J t::t:: ALT 4 rq 4 J 
l--f!-1tlf111NNHNNI 1/ 11·111Nf-1t1.'111Nf1NI1Nf1110f1f1N111·111NMOI1f1!11-1NI tl11111ftl t < r,t T ':" Pg l"', J 
I ff1f1f111f111f1f11111f1f1f1f1f111f1f1f1f1f1111111f1f111f1f-ff1f1f111f 11111f111f 1111111f11111f 111f111(11111f 1f 11 If lf1f 1f 11 1f1f 11 ff fflf I{ If If tVUt )LJ(lfl YHH ( 
Use- or f"tE'SS ( I VH ,q <: L •• I to 5(·} r•f. I Mus 
Figure 224. Factory Configuration # 1 
IN rfiCTORY COtWJGURfiTJC'It-l 112 ftf1f-1f-11tHNI1tfMf1HH flAtc-= 17 JUN l9q~ MH Tlme: 10:17:46 Hi 
JHH Intensity HHHHMHH Lo Hi If;: 
:JH FACTORS NNMNI11-11·1f1Nf1 (hl HQf-1 Ch2 HOfff1MHHHHHNH;L] Int Validation c Off •. 
:1'\] t·lin Gatr> Timr:- 0.0 3 0.0 J us :Mj Liroit OffsC'l 0 0 •• 
:B) Gate Time Che-<k nrf J 3 :1'1] Lirnit Rtltio 10 10 ,. · 
:C] Gate Windovd ng orr J J :o) t1ax SE'IrnPl"!'s • 2000 •. 
: D] f1 i n f- r e q 8 j n~ 5 3 3 :I fHH11HMHHf1MHMf111f1HHNHHHHHHHHHHHH ( : 
: HHHMI111HNHHI1f·1Mf-11-tf1Hf1Ht1f11-1f1111111110Hf1HNI1NHCII1HHHNI1f1HNH ( 1 HN Inter face HHI1HHHHHHHHHHHHM; : 
: 1 H AF.:RQt1UX NNHt1f-111NHN/1f1ttf111ftlff1f1f1111111.'11-1Hf1/111ttf11111; 
:E] Motor Delay 200 Sec 
: GDl}DDDODDDDDDDDDC>l)f1{)DDDPDODEJtmnnnne>Bnnn£1nOD6 
3 
:F] f·1 in Rrt-1 11 oo ."~ 1 1 0(' J 
:G} Nax Rrt-1 40000 .1 <10000 J 
:HJ Pos Direction J - J 
: IIHI1NHHI1f111f111f-1H/1111·1N1111Mf1111tl1f·1111101111/1f-11 1rtNOt1f1f1f1H/11-1 ( 
: 1 1':1 In~ t r urnf:' nt ( n n r i g f1111111l1fttJf1111t11!1f1tliJit/111HI111/1; 
:I] r, f'<l c.hif t Ill .!(.J'I .1 DUI(J'J 1 
:J] Oi.::~w~t.,.J f1-8 II•J J J 
:K] Diautt•l(·l (, r~ II" 
P] Dt11'\ Channel 6 .. 
0) 0~~~ Addt~SS = 0100 ·· 
I INI1Nf1HHI1HI1HHHNNNHHMMHHHt-1HHHHHH < : 
INN Diameter HMHNHHHHHHMHHHHHM;: 
R] Reject Small DO= Off .. 
<.:-] t"'O".; Waist. Chk off .. 
r] t-1ln rh,,c-:,. t~·n 3 dP.g •• 
IJ) t1-1X Plv~-;~ A-0 150 deg · • 
V] t1i n Phi"!":P A-C 3 d<-g · · 
l-J) t1-H Phil~#' A-C 150 deg · · 
1111f1f tftftftf 11ff·ff111ftf111111111HI-fl111111111111fl1:111 < : 
Iff lf11111Nt1!-111111tNI1111111f1f111111111t1t1t1111111l JMfttfl1t1tfltt lf 1f 11 tl1111 t: f (Itt 1NI11ff11 tf1Hf1Hf1Hf1Nftffftf>1HHNHHHHHHHHHHMH ( 
Use or Press Ch~r~cter to Select t-tns 
Figure 225. Factory Configuration# 2 
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If1 r tiC TOnY CONr I GUntl T JON II '3 11f1f-1ffHNHfft1ftMNH DiJ t<>: 17 JIIN 19'J3 NH T l me: 10: 18: 17 H: 
:JHH DSA FiltE>rs H Chl MOfff-111 C.'h/ ffftr)I111NHftNNNNNNN; 111 11isc ~.,.tup HHHHHHI'fHHHHHH; 
· · 3 .1 II] C.::~l BuP;l Mod~ N/A 
:A] lligh r'Hss 20.0000 J ...... 0.0000 J 1·111;-:: I] lliatuelf'r 1~1-IC:· Off 
: Hf1MtfHHf1f1HHHHHHHI1HNHN/1Hf10HHHNHHMf1HNOtff1Nf1fff-fttf1NNH11 <' J] IIV C A l C h 1 b 1 . 00 
K] HV C-" 1 Ch1c- 1 .00 
: JH flu to Sf'C> tup HHNt1NI11111HHI-fHHHHMitNHI11'111NHff: L] r'h<lse Cil1 1'\-B 0 deg: 
:s] flute Setup 011 
:c] Us~ Transit Tim~ Off 
:[1) [lio Min Snmp)r.!"':/C'ycll" 10 
:E) V~l Min Sampl~s/Cycl~ 5 
:F) ·Auto load r1n0 Off 
:G] Auto lli~h Voli:P~g"' orr 
11] Ph<lse Cal A-C -2 deg: 
II] z,!,:0 Ft eq Chk d 
n) ~·AVE' n<~w [•Ata On 
P) Us@ PPak Dct2 Off 
/lf·lf-tNNNNHf fNNf-1HNf1f1Nf1H/'1NNHHHHf1 ( 
1 HH Mix e ,. r r eq HHHHHHHHHHHHH; : 
:I INHHNHI·fNHt-ff lf·fffN/·ft11·1f-ff·fMI'tf-ff-fHI'fl1f1f-to'-ff ff ffff tfftff 11 If tf 1 <' 0] Mixet ~-'?1<:-c.:l •• 
R] Hi r 110 80 20 0 HHz:: 
S) Lor 5 10 ;>O 0 MHz:: 
I fffHHHHHHf1tfMNf1Hf1HHHHHHHHHHHHH ( : 
ZDC> Page C>C>? 
1"\l T -1 Pg 1 _'1 
ALT-2 f"'g 2 .J 
Al T-4 Pg 4 ~1 
tiLT-? P9 5 .J 
1 fl111t11111HI1111111111111f1111111Mf1'111111 1111111111 1111111111tm 11-11 1'T' r: 1'1: :: :r '' tt11111111-11 Tf1ttl1111111111·111f11 ,1nnnnnnnonnn YHHH < 
Use or 1=-'re-ss ChaTacter to Sele-ct M11s 
Figure 226. Factory Configuration # 3 
rACTOnY Cnt--lr I GUnAT JON "" Nl·ff1NtfNNNHI1t-1Nt1 Dt•tco: 17 JUN 1993 HH T1mE": 10:18:40 H 
If-111 Ours t riltcrs f-tHNf1Nf111f-1Ht-ff111f1Hf1HHI1 ; JHtt 1: 11Vf'C> 1 0P@ Filters HHHHHHHHHHHHH; 
c;nonnnonnnr ~un l_,1hT•l {)[) L0W lligh {)(1[)6 GDC>e>nnnnnonoe> Lnbel [)()[) Period DDD6 
f\] F i 1 tf?t. 0 50 Mll7. LP 0 so t·1Hz: N) r i 1 t ~,- 0 100 nS 100.000 us: 
8] Filter 1 110 1-1117 8P Jl:', tiS 11117.: 0) F i 1 t~r 1 ~30 .. ~. 330.000 us: 
C) r i 1 tr:-1· 2 10 1111;• Lr 0 10 1111T. : P] r i 1 te• 2 1 us 1 .000 us: 
D) r j 1 ter 3 I-Ii xe1· Out 0 160 11117 : 0] rllter 3 3.3 uS 3.300 us: 
E) r i 1 t~r 4 All f"l.<~ss 0 lf..O 11117 : R] rilt.~r ..., Non~ 0.000 us: 
lfttf1ttf·1NNHttf'111NNI·tt-t:-tf-ftfNI·tt1NNNNf-tf·tf-ff:l fftf-11·1:-11 1N <' I ff·ff-ttff-tl·tttftt-ftfHf1fftffff1fff fNNttf-1MNHf1Ht1HNNttHH ( 
I 11f-t Low r'nss r i 1 I c·r--:: t-11111; 
r] r- i 1 t~·- 0 s.ooo 1·1117.(' 
G] Fill ~r 1 ~0.000 ~Ill,. : 
H) rillo:'r 2 110.000 11Hz: 
I] r i 1 t E"r 3 80.000 1-lflz: 
J] F i 1 t.l'>r ..., 0.000 11117 : znn Pag~ {>[) 7 
K] r il tE"r 5 0.000 1·111z: 1\LT-1 f"g 1 ~1 
LJ r i lte1 (. 0.000 1111; : fiLT-2 Pg 2 _1 
n) r i 1 t E>r 7 0 0r:'() tilt;·: fiLT--J Pg 3 ~" 
111 111111111!-11-ff :11.' ~~ 1.' 1:11 ~-· ~· ~: t! ~·r: 1.'1111 1! 1 ~ tiLT- r, PCJ s J 
•·t;l>ll/1/111/lfllllJY 
llf1f'1HHMHf1HHH11NNHHHHHf1HHHHHf1HHt1MftHf'1Hf1f1f1tftfffi1NHH.MHNf-tftf11 1f tf1tff ft1ftl 1Hf ff 1f t.''1f'tf1Hfff1HI-ff 1Hf1tt.'1HMHH ( 
l'lu:. 
Figure 227. Factory Configuration# 4 
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IH rt~CTORY CONrTGIJI"U~TTON liS Hf1fft1rtNf11·111ftt1ffN D~1l:t:': 17 JUN 1'19~ HH Tirnf>: 10:19:09 H: 
lf'r. o 11 ec t i o 11 t'lllg) ('S HNftf1f1111-1HN/'1NftNIII IN; 
t>OODOPI\ng l !'00£llY:.I opeUOODODOOODfiO{)Pf>t; 
A) 1 30.00 ()J,JI)O r~fr.,~ti•>ll 
0) 2 30.00 o.r/300 1(•f)('( l iott 
C) 3 'JO.OO 0.3')00 I ··ll··· l.i•lll 
t1j 'I 1?.0.00 0.2900 r r·flr-tl i(>ll 
C) 5 J m.oo o.::-7~0 '"fl"r:t i•)n 
r) f., 1":"·0.00 0.2bt10 rF>flF->rt ion 
G] 7 1 50 . 00 0 . 81 7 0 r •? f r <1 r. t i o '' 
H] 8 63.00 O.t\310 rl"fl('clioll 
I] 9 20.00 o.nsoo ,.,r,.~r:·ti.:--n 
J) 10 l(.f..OO 1.8000 rl"frMtion 
K] 11 76.00 0.31330 l~"fl€'C'tiiJII 
L J 1 ;: "o . oo o J.t oo n~ r IN t ; o 11 
11] l'j t\':..00 OJA70 1~fr.::t•Jin11 
N] 1 4 7 4 • 00 0 . :.;: 00 r I? f r <K t i on 
o] 1':· so .oo o .r:-060 1 ~r, "'{ l io11 
I i.' t:-:nt'N/f, .... N.'-ftu 11·1t t:·tN/ t1·1NH!1Nf1Nf·1NI f.'lf-tfl/-llt/-1/tf1 < 
zcm Pag(' no? 
ALT-1 Pg 1 ~ 
AL T-·:? P9 2 • .1 
fll T -} Pg 3 J 
ftL T II f'<J II .1 
ooooooooooo y 
f 111HHHM, .. 11fMf1HHNNHMI tt tiff 1t 11 1/tt-f/1111 1!-111~1f1t 11111."1Hf·1f-ff 1Nf1NHNf-tf111f-1HHHH.'-IHHHHHHNNHI11'1HHf'1NHMHHHHHHHHH ( 
1111S 




As mentioned in Chapter IV, six different parameter setups were employed for 
taking the measurements involved in this work. This appendix presents those six different 
parameter setups. 
IMM Velocity Se-tup MMMMMMMMMMf1MMMMMMMMMMM Date: 8 APR 1993 HM TIme: 1:24:13 H; 
: I MMMMMMI111MMMI1Mf1Mt-1111111!-1NM0f1Mf111Mf1 C h 1 MMMI1MMOMMMMH C h2 MMMMMMMOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM; : 
.. A] High Voltt~go ( V)3 800 .J 800 J .. 
. . 8] Freq Shift (~1H~)3 40 3 110 3 .. 
.. C) DC Offset ( tuV)J 5.0 3 -16.2 J .. 
. . D] ~1ixer r,r-q (1111z),? 40 3 110 .1 •• 
. . E] LNJ rasor:; (r111.·)? 1o.000 _1 20.000 .1 •. 
. . r ] G u r s L r i l '· ,. , , 1 11 C' t 11 ll rr 11 0 t-11 1 z n r- J .. 
.. G) Thr~'>sholJ ( floV)< 1~·.0 _, 1:"1.0 .1 •• 
.. H) Envel FiltPr J 1 u:. 3 1 u:. .1 .. 
: L Nf111f-1Mf'1t1f·1Nf1Mf111Nt·tt-1Mf1f 1NNN Yf-11'11 tf 11·1!1f-1Nt11·1Nf·tNt 11'11 1/"1 ><.Hftf-tf 1Nt1Nt1ttf-tf 1Mf1t-1f1N1'1 ~Mf1HHHMMMMMMMMMHMM9: 
.. I] r·r:,,k [110'1_1·(. tiolt .l (In .( 3 •• 
.. JJ ·;Aft_,., r·l?.:•k 3 ~.o J .1 •. 
. . K) It Of ~-ample>s J 128 3 120 3 .. 
. . L] S.:~mp. Rat~:• 3 80.000 ~1117: J 80.000 MHz 3 .. 
. . M) ~~in SIN R.:~ t i o J 0. ~0 .1 0. ~0 .1 •. 
: L MMM11MMM11MMMMMMMf111MMMI1N YMMM11Mf1Mf1Mf1MMMI'tttf1M )I; MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM)(Mf1f-1MHMMHMHMMMMMMH9 : 
.. N) Enubled J On J On J .. 
: : Range (m/8).? -·111.2- 111.:"' .l -13.':>- 13.5 J .. 
: : 0] VE>l t·ti11iruurn (•:t/--:)1 -10.00 _? ·10.00 _, .• 
: : 1'] Vrd M-1x intttln ( tn/!> )J 10.00 .1 10.00 J .. 
.. 11P,'l"::. Rc11111~ (ill/':.).l -10.0 10.0 J ·JO.() 10.0? •• 
I fl ff111MI1f111Nf1111111111 1f 111111-11111/1111 1' If 11 1! 111f 111111 1f 1f 1111 11·11 11111/1t lf 1f1fH11 lf111fff 1! ff 1fff 111111 tHilMf tl1f1Mf'11'-1f1MHf1MHI1NNH ( c" 
Figure 229. Parameter Setup I 
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IHH Velocity Si?'tup MHHMHHMHH/1HI1NHMHHMHHH!1 D-"tl": 29 APR 19'13 Hfr Time: 18:06:43 H; 
: 1 HI1HI1HNI1f11 1.'11·1f1Hf111Ni-11 If II t:·tftQ,"II111ffl It f C 1, l 11f1f1f111f1QI 1HHMf1 C l12 NI1Nffl111fl0f1NI 11 tf1MHf1HHffftHNHMM; : 
· · A] lliqh VollD9•" ( V )J 000 3 800 J • • 
. • £1J rl(~q ':.1\i r1 (t111!. ).1 t10 3 110 .1 .. 
. . C) DC Offset ( ruV )J S .0 .l lf~ .~ J .. 
·· 0) t-1ixer frcJq (i111z)J 1\0 J 1\0 .1 •• 
. . E] Low p,)S"> ( till.• )3 r, .00(.' J 5.000 J .. 
.. r) Ou.-sl rilt.-•r 3 1\-:' 1111: nr J 1\0 Mil;- 8P 3 •• 
.. r;) Tlu•?-sholJ ( mV)J tr .. o 3 11.0 .l .. 
··H) EttVC'l riltr>t J 1 u·:. 1 u:. J ·· 
: t. MHMMHI1f111f1f'1HNI1MNNHN1111M11'x.'f1H111 fffNI111HNI111NHI111f 1 ~ MHNN/1111 1f11fi-1Hf111HMHN lfMNI1HHMMHMHMHNMHHI19: 
·. I) P~?J:\k Detpr.tion .1 On J J · · 
.. J) ~,; After f'i.>ak J SO 3 J · · 
.• .-;J 11 nr ~-<HIIPl (•:::: .1 120 3 1:.-~{ .1 •• 
. . l.) C.iJmp. (1,,1 1-? .? 20.000 tlll7 J ?.0 .000 l1117. .l .. 
. . 11) t-1 j n c.; N r' .; t i o 1 0 "'l 0 .1 0 . l 0 l • • 
: L 11HI1111 111! 111111111HI1tl11/'1111-1!11111N >(f1MI1HI111/'111NI111HI1M11MH YMNf-111HffHI111111·111NNHMI't:><'HHMNHI1HMHHNHMHMHH~ : 
.. N) Ert.Jbled 3 On J On 3 • • 
. . Range ( m/e-; ) .1 14 . 2 11\ • ;> J 1 J. S - 11.5 J · · 
.. 0) Vel 1·1irdruurn (111/s)J -10.00 3 -10.00 J ·· 
.. f'] V<? l M..,x imum ( m/s )J 10.00 J 10.00 J · · 
t·1&<~s. rwnq~ (ru/c:)J -1".0 · 10.0 "! 10.0 10.0 J · · 
I (1-ff1f-ff-1f1!1f ~'ctf11 f.'1t11-1/11·1t 1!1.'1'·~: ft1: fl1tl! ff1f 11 f/1: 1t ~111 111!1ffl 1111111.' f• }ffl'11111!1ffN! 111Ht1HI11111HMOMHI1HHMMHHMHHMHMHM ( ( 
Figure 230. Parameter Setup II 
IM/1 Velocity S~tup HI1HHt111MMH11MI1HHI1MHHMf1HH Date: 30 Af'R 1993 HH Time: 16:10:58 H 
: IHI11111NNNI1HHHNMHI111Hl1NffHI1QMMHI1NH C h 1 NHHHNHONH/1Hf1 C ll2 NNMHHMHOHMHHHHHHHMMHMHMHH: 
.. A) High Vol tag~ ( v )J 800 3 eoo J 
· · 8] Fr eq Shift (MHZ )3 40 J 40 J .. 
. . C) DC Offs~t ( mV)J 5.0 J -H.>.2 ~l •• 
. . D] ~1i x e r F r €' q ( t-11 t z ) J 4 0 J t1 0 J .. 
· • E) Low Pass ( f·1H7. )3 S .000 J 40.000 .l •. 
· · F] Burst Filter 3 40 t-11tz BP 3 110 t·1Hz BP .1 •• 
. . G) ThrP.shold ( u!V)J 15.0 3 11.0 ,7 •• 
• • f t] E nv e 1 F i 1 t e r 3 1 u '=· 3 1 us J .. 
: L Mf111111-1111111HMI1HMI1HNHI1111111N );'H/111NHI11111111fi1111111111H1 )(11N/111Nt1NI111111111HI11 11111 'XHI1HI1HI1HHHMHMMHHMH9 : 
.. I) r:'eal< OE'tectiofl J On J 3 .. 
. . J) ·~ Aft~t P•.?dL J ':·0 3 J .. 
. . K] II Of Scllnph~s J 128 .• L"8 3 .. 
• . L) Samp. Rate J ?0.000 f111;- 1 ::!0.000 MHZ ,l •• 
. . 1·1) t-1in SIN Ratio J 0.~0 _l 0.?.0 l •. 
: L HH/1/'fi1Nl1HNNHNftHI1f111NI1f fHH >r:Nf-1! tt-1Nf1f1N11N!111f 1111 ff t/1 ·~ f1HI1HNf1111111MMHHMHHM >r:MHMMMHMHHMHHHHI1HM9 : 
.. N] Enabled 3 On J On .1 •• 
.. Range (111/:~)J 1·1..">- 11\.:-' 3 1'1.':, 1~.'3 J .. 
.. 0] VE-l Hinjmum (w/s)J -10.00 J ··10.00 3 .• 
.. f'] Vt:>l t·1,uiiiiUIII (mi~;)J 10.00 J 10.00 J .. 
. . ME'a~. f?,)llge (111/r,)J ·)0.0 10.0 J 10.0 10.0 .1 •• 
HI !MMI-1!111Hl11 11111111111111 11·111f11 11-1!1t1f )Nffi1Nf1l11-1f 11111111111111111110111111111111111 fi1MI II 1MNI-111111 lffi1HI1Nf1HNifHHHMHHHH ( ( 
Figure 231. Parameter Setup III 
JHI1 Velot:"it.y C:.tc•tur f·1f1t1Hf·tf'1f1HHH."-1HHNt1NHHHf1f1f1 ['rtt~: r; OCT 1q·':l,'") HH Tlmeo: 1 :)6:33 H; 
: I HMHf1MMMHHNNNNN/11-1Nt111HHNQf-1HNNf1H C h 1 ft11NNftNQNIH'1HH C l12 HNHt1Ht1HOI-1f1NHNHHHMHHHHHHHH; : 
· · (\) High Volt.ag•3 ( V)3 800 3 1-300 J · · 
.. 0) rn~q Sldft (ttllz)3 t10 J 40 J .. 
. . C] DC Off~·.:-t ( rnV )J -0.:1 J -~6 .2 J • · 
.. D) t-lixe1· Fre>q ( t-1Hz )J 40 J 40 J .. 
·. E) LL>I.J Pass ( tlllz. L1 ':· .000 J r, .000 J .. 
.. f] IJur~l FilLP.1· J -10 t-1117 flr J 40 t-1Hz llP 3 •. 
.. Gj Tlllf:'SholrJ ( rnV)J -1.0 3 n.o .l •• 
. . II] Er1vPl rlllr>r J J.J uS J 100 nS J •. 
:LHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI-1HI1HHHXNHf1HHHMI1f1f111f1Hf1Nftf1)(tfHHHHHHHHMHHHHHHHXHHHHHI1HHHHHHHHHHH9: 
.• I] P€-ak Detection J On .1 _1 •• 
. . J] ~ (\fteJ· Peak J 50 3 J ·. 
·. I<] II Of ::.amplf?s 3 128 J 128 3 · • 
.. l] Samp. R<ltJ;> J 10.000 f1Hz J 20.000 MHz J · · 
•. M] Hi n SIN r\llt i o 3 0. 30 J 0. 30 J · · 
: L HI1HHHNHHHNNHI1Hf1HHHI1HHH xNHHHHNt1M11t111Hf1ftHf-111.'Xl1f1ttHHHHHHttHHHHHf111 ><HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH9: 
.. N] E11abled .1 On .1 On .1 •• 
. . Range ( m/s ) J -14 . 2 111 . :- J ··1 :1. 5 - 13 . 5 3 • • 
:: 0] Vel Hi nimum ( rnls )3 -7.00 J -5.00 J · · 
:: Pj Vel t1a>Cimurn (rn/s) ... 1 7 .. 00 '"f 11.50 3 ·· 
• . t-1eas. Range ( rnls) J 7. 00 - 7. 00 J -I). 00 - l). !'· .l · · 
HJ IHHHHHHf1HHNHMf1,'1!1!'!!':.':' :: ~· ~:1t 1MH' •f1.'·1!1Mt1f1f1.'1t111.'-111f1110fif1Hf1NMI1HHHI-ff1f-1HHHii(IHHHf1HHHHHHHHHHHHH ( ( 
Figure 232. Parameter Setup IV 
IHH V~locity Sr-tup HMf-1Hf1f1HHf1HHf1/111Hf1MHHHf1f1 Dilt~: 1'1 OCT 1-:)'12 HN Time: 3:15:46 H; 
: I Hf1N/111Mf1f111fH111f1f1Ht1t111Ht111f1Qf1111111f1!1 C l1 1 f111f11 111NQI1Mf1HH ( !12 HHHMHHHOHHHHHHHMHHHHHHHHH; : 
· · A) High Volt11g"' { V)J 800 J BOO 3 .. 
• · B] F r €' q S hi f t ( J-111 z ) J t1 0 3 t1 0 3 .. 
. . ('] Dr: Offc;et ( rnV)J -;>J. J -·,:n.r-, .1 •• 
.. [l] Hixer Fre'l (HIIz)J 110 3 110 J .. 
· • E) Lot-s PASS ( tllt;z )J !::• .000 .? r, .000 3 .• 
. . r J Burst F i 1 t €>' J 4 o t·111 z nr J t1 o t·111 z BP .1 •• 
•. G] Tlneshold ( rnV)J -1.0 3 0.0 J .. 
.• Hj Et1v€'l rilt,.r J ~.3 u:. J 100 nS .1 •• 
: L HHI11111t1Hf1f1tff1Hf111HMI1HHHHI-1 YHNMf1t1f1Hf1f111HHfff1NNI t ~ Nf1Hf111N/1Hf INHHNf111HM XHHHHHHMHHHHHHHHHH<'I: 
.. I) Pl':<.~k D~".!tr·<;f io11 3 Ou J .1 r: 
.. Jj ":.. Afte1· F'enk J r.o .? 3 •. 
. . K] It Of Samples 3 128 J 128 J .. 
· · L] Samp. Rate J 10.000 Nil;: 3 20.000 f1H;c .l •• 
• . t1] t-1iu SIN r<ati0 3 O.JO J O.JO J .. 
: L NHMHI111HI11111Nf1Mt111f-111f1Hf1t1N x'f1HI1Nf 1fflft 11111111 1f 11 tf tttf 1 ~ 111 1f 1!1Mf1Nf1NI111HNf11111H .'v:f1HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH<'I : 
.. N) Enabled 3 On 3 On J •• 
.. Range (mi~)J ··1-1.2 111.2 3 -13.'::· .. lJ.r:. _l •• 
. . 0] Ve>l Mi nirnum ( ml~; }J -7.00 .1 c:-, .00 J .. 
.. f'] V•'l r1.1ximum (m,··-:)1 7.00 J 1~.1)0 J .. 
•. t-1€'i1S. r~a••ae (rnlc:)J 1\>-7.00- 7.00 .1 ~1.00- l:t.r:. J .. 
llllf11111f1fff111f1f-ff-fi1NI111111111f11111f1f1• lf1ftf1f 11111111 tl ff1f111f1f t1 111111 1/ tlfltf11 tlf/1111 tHftflffffl tltlt• )ffflf,II1HfiMf1Hffltlff f! f! Iff c , 
Figure 233. Parameter Setup V 
237 
238 
IHH Velocity SPtliP HMHMHHMHHI1M'fl1f111MHH11MMf1 l"liH~: 28 OCT 1~~2 Ht1 Tintfl': 0:42:02 H; 
: IMHHHNMNHM/1MMHN11NNMNNNt-10/1N/111HN Clll HNMHNI·tQHMHN/t Cl1:-> NMNNHHNOMHHHMMMMMHMHHHHHH:: 
· · A) Hit;~h Vo}f:.JQP. ( V).l 1'00 3 f'OO 3 .. 
· · B) FrPq Shift ( 1·1Hz )3 1\0 .1 <10 J .. 
. . cJ oc off-=:(•t. ( rniJ) .1 ··o ."> .1 -·.?.7 _.., .1 •• 
•• D) r-tixer rreq (1111z).1 -10 .l 110 J .. 
·· fj LOL-J PilSS (11117.).1 5.000 J 5.000 3 .. 
· · r-] Burst F i 1 lE't J 40 t·1llz RP 3 110 1-1Hz Br J .• 
.. G] Thre~hold ( rnV).J 4.0 .1 ~.0 J .. 
··II] Envel riJl(>l ,1 3.3 uS J 130 nS 3 •• 
: t MI111MMI111HMMMMMI111111111M/11111.XI1MI111MMMI1MI111HI1HMMN .!< MHHf'1Hf'1MHMMMMMNMMHXHI1HHMMHHHHHHHHHHH9: 
.. I) Peak Detf::'cl ion J On 3 J .• 
. . Jj '"; 1'\fter Peak J 50 3 3 •. 
· · K) tt Of SAmples ~· 128 J 128 ;.1 •• 
•• L) Samp. Rate 3 10.000 t1Hz J 20.000 HHz _l •• 
-. 1'1) Min 5/N Ratio 3 0.30 3 0.30 ~l .. 
: l HNI111HNI1M11HHI1HI1H/1MHH/1Hf1)(HHI11-1MHMMHHHI1HMHNf-1~11MHI-tHHI11·111MHHHI1HHI1'x.'HHHHHHHHHMHHHHHHH9: 
•. N] Enabled 3 On J On _1 •• 
.. Range (m/s)J -14 . .?- 11.2 3 -13.5- 13.5 J .• 
. . 0) Vel Minimum (m/s)J -5.00 J -5.00 3 •• 
· · P) Vel MI!Xilnum ( rn/s )J 5.00 3 1 '3 .50 J • • 
. . ME-as. Ran9e (m/s)J -!·.00- ~ .. oo J -5.00 13.5 ,1 •. 
H' 111HHHM/11111t111HHN/1MHI1MI1HHHOHH111111/1/ 111!1MI111HI11-fl1f-f(lf1MI1111111f~: f' ~f11111MI1111 1110HI1111111HHI'IHHHHHHHHH ( ( 
Figure 234. Parameter Setup VI 
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